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ABSTRACT

THE   DEPLOYMENT   OF   DIRECT'ED   ENERGY   WEAPONS   IN   OUTER

SPACE:      AN   EVALUATION.       (December   1981)

iTeffrey  I.ynn  Prewitt,   B{.A. ,

Appalacll.lan  State  University

M.   A„  AppEilachian  State  University

Thesis  Chairperson:     Jawad  I.   Barghothi

This  thesis  evaluates  the  logic  of  deploying-  di-

rec!ted  energy  weapons  in  Cuter  space  for  use  in  anti-

sat€lJ.ite  and  in  antj.-'i7all.i.st.i.a  missi].e  operations.

The  purpose  of  this  evaluation  is  to  determine  if  it  is

in  the  best-.  int`a.i-ests  of  the  Ur`.ited  States  to  deploy

clirected  enei-gy  weapons  or  to  seek  a  treaty  t+7hich  woulcl

ban  the  dep.i.oyment  of  such  i.7eapons.

To  perform  this  task,   it  is  necessary  t.a  e}.:amine

various  factors  .that  would  exerci.se  imf luence  ip.  .such.

a  decision®     Cc).isequently,  this  thesis  is  divided  into

four  rlart.s  frc>m.  wh.ich  a  conclusion  is  drawn.     The  first

of  the  foul-  parts  examines  the  currer.it  and  potential

uses  cj±.  outer  space  to  determine  the  impact  the  deploy-

ment  of  directed  energy  ``.'eapons  woulcl  have.     To  gain  a

further  insigrt,t  into  the  potential  of  directed  energy

weapons,   the  L`urrent  deve='_opmer`.t  of   such  h;eapons   is

i.ii



explored.     This  is  followed  by  an  examination  of  the

potential  I.egal  barriers  of  the  deploymfnt  oi:`  directed
energy  weapons.     Strategic  theory,   as  exemplified  in

deterrence  theory,   is  di.sc:Jssed  in  the  fourth  part  of

the  thesis  so  as  to  obtain  a  proper  assessment  of  the

military  potential  of  directed  energy  weapons.

Of  the  conclusions  reached  in  this  thesis,  the

most  significant  are  that  it  is  in  the  best  interests
of  the  United  States  to  support  the  banning  of  directed

energy  weapons  and  that  such  an  agreement  is  unlikely

to  be  forthcoming.     The  deployment  of  such  weapons

would  enhance  the.chance  of  a  nuclear  conflict  and  in

such  a  conf lict  the  United  States  would  suf fer  more

t,hen  the  Soviet  Union  should  its  outer  space  mechanisms

be  destroyed.    At  present  there  is  nQ  mutual  interest

or  trust  between  the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States

that  could  result  in  a  treaty  to  ban  directed  energy
weapons.     Until  one  of  these  t.wo  qualities  emerges,   the

Soviet  Union  and  the  Un.ited  States  will  proceed  with

their  plans  to  deploy  directed  energy  weapons  in  outer

Space .
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CHAPTER   I

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear  Era

Directed  energy  weapons  pctssess  the  unique  ability

to  provide  a  nation  with  what  may  very  well  be  the  ulti-.

mate  defensive  device  for  both  exoatmospheric  and  endo-

atmospheric  applications®     In  this  nuclear  era,  when

the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  are  engaged  in  a

continuous  race  for  armaments,   directed  energy  weapons

pose  I.he  dangerous  prospect  of  expanding  that  race  ir~to
outer  space®     This  study  will  explore  the  dangers  and

advanta.ges  that  deployment  of  directed  energy  weapons  in

outer  space  may  pose  to  Soviet-American  relations.

Currently  in  the  United  States,   the  media  has  slow-

ly  begun  t.o  acquaint  the  American  public  with  the  stra-

tegic  value  of  s.ach  weapons.     Indeed,   a  spec]..al

presentation  on  WGBI¥  in  1979  entitled,   "The  Real  War  in

Space, "  de.If`,onstrated  that  spacje  may  rapici,ly  be  changing

fron'i  a  peacef ul  environment  in.to  an  armed  frontier  by

the  end  of  the  twentieth  centul.y.i    Suc:h  report;  often

]WGBH,    "The   Real  War   in   Space,"   1979,   Tom  1.tangold.
WGBH  is  a  Bc>ston  te.Ievision  station  that  is  a  major
member  of   the  Public  Broadcasting  Service   (PBS).     PBS
stations  prov.i.de  a  forum  fo:r  the  presentation  of  edu-
catior.`al  material.i  to  the  general.  public.

1
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lead  to  claims  bej.ng  made  that  the  Soviet  Uriion  is  sig-

nifican-t].y  ahead  of  the  .United  States  in  +.he  devel.op-

ment  of  ciirected  energy  weapons  and  that  a  crash  program

is  needed  to  assure  that  the  United  States  retains  the

numL`er  one  position  in  the  technology  and  in.ilita.ry  use

of  such  weapons.  _  Without  a  crash  program,   some  mill.-

tary  figures,   sucri.  a8  General  George  Keegan,   former

head  of  United  States  Air  Force   (USAF)   Intelligence,

believe  that  the  Soviet  Union  Will  be  the  f irst  nation

to  deploy  directed  energy  weapons  in  outer  space,   thus

gain]..ng  a  monopolistic  conti-ol  over  the  portals  of  out-
er  space.

Basica.i.1y,   t.here.  are  two  types  of  directed  er`.ergy

weapons;   particle  be.ams  ancl  laser  beans.     The  concept

of  usip.g  directed  energy  devices  as  weapons  of  war

ol-iginated  with  the  Br.itish  during  World  War  11.2     How-

ever  due  to  an  inability  to  produce  massive  amounts  of

power,   the  British  project  was  soon  shelved.     Present-
ly,  both  the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States`  are

spending  +.remendous  amc)unts  of  money  and  uti].ization  of

expertise  to  develop  these  devices  as  weapons  that

could  be  used  on  Earth  as  welJ.  as  in  outer  space.

With  the  destruction  of  the  Japanese  cit.ies  of

Hiroshima  and  Nagasaki  in  1945,   t.he  nuclear  era  was

2Nicholas  Wade,   "Particle  Beams   as  ABa€  Weapons:
Ge.neral  and  Pl|.ysicists  Differ,"   Sc.ience  196   (April   22,
1977):       408.
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born.     This  era  has  been  characteriF.ed,   since  the

1950s,   by  the  ability  of  `both  the  Soviet  Union  and  the

United  States  to  launch  a  nuclear  attacL'`  which  wou].d

obliterate  the  civilization  of  both  nations.     Conse-

qucmtly,   this  has  created  a  stalemate  in  which  both
nations  cannot  win,  only  lose.     In  their  endeavors  to

find  a  way  to  win  such  a,  conflict,  both  nations  are  at-

tempt.ing  to  find  ways  tc)  neutralize  the  nuclear  mis-

siles  of  their  opposition.     Thus,   the  concept  of  a

highly  effective  defensive  system  em.erges.     As  Sigal

quoted  y`ahn  in  his  artic].e,   "The  Logic  o.f  Deterrence  in

Theory  and  Practice, "

Once  one  accepts  the  idea  that  deterrence  is
not  absolutely  reliable  and  that  it  would  be
possible  to  survive  a  war,   then  one  may  be
willing  to  buy.insurance--to  spend  money  on
preparations  to  decrease  the  number  of  fatal-
ities  and  injuries,   limit  damage,  facilitate
recuperation,  and  to  get  the  best  military
result  possible.3

By  1990,   the  Sc>viet  Union  and  the  United  States

will  have  developed,   and  very  possibly  have  deployed

in  outer  space,   sonie  form  of  a  directed  energ.y  weapon.

Curre.n.t  specifications  call  for  such  weapons  to  be  de-

ployed  in  outer  space.  on  .manned  ot..  unmanned  space  plat-

forms  called  battle  st.atictns.     In  t..i.me  of  conflict,   the

di`L-ected  energy  battl.9  station  would  serve  as  a  means

of  providing  the  fo]`lowi]g:

3Leori  V.   Sigal,   "1`jie  I,c>gic  of  Deterrence   in  'Theory
and  .Prac_ti`=e , "   Iri.t.err.atic+.I`a'l  organ.iz._aLfin.  33   (Autumn
1979}:       568.
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Air  defense .
Suppression  of  airborne  warning  and  contro.-L  systems
Suppression  of  look-down/shocit-down  interceptor

air.Craft
Navy  f leet  defense
Airlift  interdiction
Of fensive  antisat.ellite  use
Defense  of  counterspace  fc)rces

%f:3::I::tE:i::8:!|:p:::e:S::fs
The  first  battle  stations  however,  will  probably  be
limited  to  serving  exoatm`ospheric  functions.

The  speed  at  which  aggressive  act.ions  can  be  de-

termined.,   and  t:he  time  ..:.t  takes  for  a  nuclear  missile

to  reach  its  intended  target,  determir`.e  the.  success-

fulness  of  any  nations'   attack.    Mucri  research,  devel-

opment,   and  inc.jney,   have  been  invested  into  these  areas.

Currently,   both  the  Soviet  Unio.r.  ancl  the  Uii.ibed  States

have  odsition.ed  satellites  .i.n  Earth  orbit  to  warn  of

intended  attacks  and  to  guide  their  conventional  and

nuclear  forces.     To  cut  down  the  attack  time,  both  na-

tions  have  developed  nuclear  missiles  which  pass  through

outer  space  to  reach  their  intended  targets  quickly.

As  Henry  Kissinger  stated,   the  purpose  of  defense

is  to  reduce  an  enemy's  attack  to  acceptable  levels

whi].e  the  offense  wo`ild. not  be  contained  by  t}ie  enemy.

By  deietip.g  Soviet  or  American  military  asse.ts  in

4Clarence  A.   Robinson,   Jr. ,   "Laser  Technology
Demonstration, "  Aviation  Week
February  16,1981,   p.r5T §LIPL±Ee  Te-chE2ology ,

poL±c;¥ert£%.,A;o¥±.:S±£g:;:rr{#3_fHT=¥°+g5+¥gj:.rL#
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spclce,   warning  and  colunur.ication  would  make  damage  as-

sessment  in  a  nuclear  conf lict  cliff icult  and  po`c3sibly

sever  the  abilit-.y  of  the  political-military  establish-

ment  t.a  cormtlri.icate  on  a  worldwide  or  nationwide  basi'so

A.  highly  af f ective  ARM  system  would  give  a  nation  the

ability  to  f ight  an  extended  nuclear  ccmf lict  due  to

the  high  percentage  of  government,  military,   and  in-

dust.rial  components  that  could  be  expected  t.o  survive.

A  directed  energy  weapon  system  in  outer  space  could

serve  to  make  a  nuclear  conf lict  successful  in  the

sense  it  would  destroy  the  enemy's  abilit}'  and  will  to

wage  war,  while  preserving  a  nation's  ability  to  wage

War.

At  the  same  time  it  must  be  rerr.embe.red  that  the

building  o.f  an  effective,  or  what  is  thought  to  be  an

ef fective  weapon  system  may  in  and  of  itself  lead  to  a

nuclear  conflict.     If  a  natiori.  feels  that  the  nuclear

stalemate  is  on  the  verge  of  a  signif icant  breakdown  it.

may  launch  a.  pro-emptive  attack.     In  doing  so  it  may

assijire`  that  it  cllone  will  not  be  destroyed.     Interna-

tional  law,   as  seen  in  arms  treaties  between  th.e  Soviet

Union  and  the,  United  .State.s,  attempts  to  restrict  the

possibility  ti?`at  nuclear  ar.`ms  will  be  used  by  these  two
nations.    Yet  these  trea.ties  place  no  restrictions  on

the  research  and.  development  of  weapons  except  for

their  testing  in  the  oc:eans,   atmosphere,   ant?.  outer
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space.     ConseqLlently,   due  to  the  lack  of  any  legal  bar-

rier  to  restrict  research  and  deve].opment,   any  program

aimed  at  perfecting.  directed  energy  battle  stations  may

stimulate  a  nan-passive  militarization  of  outer  space

and  a  general  escalation  in  the  Soviet-AII\ericar].  arms

race a

Statement  of  Purpose

The  purpo,se  of  this  study  will  be  to  cletermine  if

it  will  be  in  the  best  interests  of  the  United  States
to  deploy  directed  energy  weapons  or  rather  to  devise  a

tree.ty  th.at  would  forbid  the  dep]cyment  of  direct.ed

energy  weapons  in  outer  sbace.     By  examining  current

t:L-ends  in  research  and  deve.i_opment,   international  1a.w,

and  deteri-ence  theory, 'this  study  will  evaluate.  the  na-I

tional  security  implications  of  deploying  directed  en-

ergy  weapons  in  outer  space  for  exoatmospheric  purposes.

The  eva].uation  will  help  define  the  costs  of  a

directed  energy  weapon  system  along  with  any  benefits

the  United  States  in.ight  hope  to  attain.     In  the  process

of  evaluating  these  security  implications.,  this  study

will  also  examine  the  concept  of  directed  energy  battle

statioris  in  terms,  of  their  possi}]1e  role  as  an  anti~

sat.ellite   (ASAT)   and  an  antiballistic  missile   (ABM)

device ®



ctives  and  Scope  of`  this  Research9H-€Jqu
It  will  be  the  intent  of  this  study  to  establish

if  it  is  in  the  best  interests  of  the  Soviet  Union  and

the  United  States  to  place  in  orbit  directed  energy

battle  stations.    To  achieve  this  goal,  this  study  will

be  divided_ into  five  parts.

Chapter  2  will  begin  this  study  with  an  ex.amina-

tion  of  what  is  outer  space  and  how  it  is  used  by  the

Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States.     Therefore,   it  will

be  I.ecessary  to.  review  and  clef ine  what  is  meant  by  t.he

term  outer  space.     This  working  definition  will  be

based  upon  the  writings  of.  various  experts  in  regards

to  where  a  nation's  air  space  ends  and  outer  space  be-

gins.     Then  the  study  will  focus  in  on  the  current  us.e.s
of  outer  space  by  the  Soviet  Union  and.  the  United

States.     Other  aspects  of  this  study,   in  order  to  meet

the  criteria,  will  be  to  investigate  how  valuable  an

asset  outer  space  is  &nd  can  be  to  a  nation.

Before  the  true  value  of  directed  energy  weapons

can  be  assessed  it  will  be  necessary  to  understand

their  basic  technology  and  this  is  the  pui-pose  of

Chapter  3.     Directed  energy  weapons  are  divided  into

two  types;   partic].e  beams  and  laser  beams.     Ea.ch  of

these  employ  different.  types  of  energy  to  destroy  ob-

jects  and  have  dif ferent  ways  in  which  their  effective-
ness  can  be  impaired...     Consequently,   the  effect  of
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these  factc>rs  must  be  determined®     To  conclude  this

chap'i-.er  the  requirements  for  basing  directed  e.nergy

weapons  in  outer  space  will  be  examined.

In  Chapter-4,   the  legality  of  deploying  such  weap-

ons  in  outer  space  will  be  explored  in  two  parts.

First,  an  evaluation  will  be  made  of  various  interna-

tional  agreements  that  condemn  the  militarization  of

outer  space:     The  second  of  these  will  center  upon  bi-

lateral  agreements  bet.ween  the  Soviet  Union  and  the

United  States  that  may  in  some  way  forbid  the  deploying

of  directed  energy  weapons®     Also,   this  chapter  'will

exarri`ine  what  a  nation  needs  to  be  willing  to  do  legally

in  order  to  deploy  such-weapons  and  what  would  need  to

be  done  to  insui.e  that  such  weapons  are  never  intro-

duced  into  outer  space.

Deterrence  strategy  will  be  examined  in  Chapter  5

to 'show  the  possible  ef fects  of  deploying  directed

energy  weapons  in  oute.r  space.     At  the  beginning  of

this  chapter  it  wi].i  be  essential  to  show  the  philos-

ophy  behirirJ.  the  nuclear  era  that  according  to  some  has

pre.vented.  a  nuclear  conflict.     With.this  in  mind  it
•wiil  next  be  logical  to  pr{)ject  a  hypothetical  situa-

tion  in  which  an  ASAT.-ABM  system  would  func:tion  in  the

event  of  a  nuclear  conflict.

Chapt.e.t..  6  of  this  study  will  be  devoted  primarily

to  drawing  a  cc)nclusion  to  the  que.stic)n:  -  Is  it  in  the
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best  interests  of.  a  nat-,ion  to  deploy  in  outer  space

directed  energy  weapons?    At  that  point,   reconimenda-

tions  will  be  made  as  to  the  course  of  action  that

would  be  in  the  best  interests  of  the  United  States.

Chapter  6  will  also  include  a  summary  of  this  study

which  will  evaluate  the  study  in  terms  of  its    original

goals,   areas  that  should  be  examined  and  expanded  upon
in  future  studies,   and  ways  this  may  be  accomplished  to

pl.ovide  a  more  accurate  and  de.tailed  study.

Limits  of  this S_tEdL¥
Although  the  purpose  of  this  study  will  be  to

evaluate  the  ef fects  of  the  possible  deployment  of  di-

rect..ed.  energy  weapons,   this:`  study  will  be  limited  by

various  conditions.     First  and  foremost  among  these

will  be  that  the  technology  of  such  weapons  is  i  very

recent  cl.evelopment.     This  leads  to  many  a.i.fferent  and

sometimes  contradictory  versions  of  how  such  weapons

might  be  deployed.     But  the  chief  source  of  technical

information  will. come  fi-om.  articles  appearing  in

Aviation  Week   &   Space Tec?hnology As  Wade  noted:

Aviation  Week  is  a  copious  source  of  mill--€5EFTaTFTlifelligence  information,   so  much

£:i::::nL=e:a:6ear-ned  the  sobriquet  of
Unfortunately,  Aviation  Week  often  refers  to  itst

6Nicholas  Wade,   "Chargec]  Debate  Erupts  over
Russian   Beam  Weapon,"   Science   196    (I`.lay   27,1977):      957.
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soiJrces  not  hy  r..ame  but  as  a  Defense  Department  off i-

cial  or  a  source  in  the  CIA.     Ultimately,   i..his  means

that  the  i-eader  of  su,a.h  articles  is  expected  to  accept

them  as  fact  without  being  ai.I.owed  to  examine  the  per.-

son's  credentials.     However,   for  the  purposes  of  this

study  much  credence  will  be  placed  on  the  art.icles  ap-

pearing  in  Aviation  Week   a.  Space  Technc>logy  since  there

is  so  little  informatic)n  appearing  in  other  journals  c)n

the  topic  of  directed  energy  weapons®     Furthermore,

this  publication  is  an  invaluable  so`i.rce  of  information

for  the  laymar`.  since  it  is  presented'in  a  nontechnical

f ashion .

Another  limitation  of  this  study  will  be  the .scope

of  the  technology  of  directed  energy  weapons  examined.

This  study  will  examine  only  the  ex.oatmospheric  use.s

of  directed  energy  weapons  that  are  placed  in  orbit.

Consequently,  all  parts  of  this  thesis  will  be  limited

SOJ_ely  to  the  concept  of  such  weapons  being  deployed  in

outer  space  unless  ()therwise  statec.1.     It  is  conceivable

that  solneday  nations  will  develop  the,  capability  to

destroy  cities  from  outer  space  thus  ending  the  neces-

sity  c;f  nuclear  missiles.    With  all  probabi'lity  this

will  not  be  technical.Iy  feasible  unti].  sometime  in  the

twentieth-first  century.     Therefore  emphas.i.£j  will  be

placed  in`this  study  on  the  near  term  uses  of  directed
e.nergy  weapons.
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Finally,   even  though  I,his  study  will  be  de.voted  to

the  exoatmospheric  f unctions  of  directG-.d  energy  weapons

their  use  in  outer  space  and  on  Earth  may  adversely

affect  the  natural  environment.     Unfortunately,  no  in-

form`ation  is  avai.i.able  if  their  use  would  af fect  the

natural  environment  or  to  what  degree  it  would  prove  to

be  harmful.     Therefore  another  factor  tr.at  may  make

this  type  of  weapon  system  less  appealing  will  not  be

discussed.     Before  the  dep.i.oyment  of  directed  energy

wea.pons  it  would  be  advisable  that  such  a  study  be  made.

In  1945,   the  first  dtomic  bomb  was  detonated.     Yet

in  the  same  time  Period  the,  rjoteritial  of  d.i.rected  ener-

gy  weapons  was  emerging  in  Great  Britain.     Due  to  tech-

nical  problems,   hc>wever,   the  British  directed  energy

weapon  project  was  soon  shelved.     Currently,   the  Soviet

Unj.on  and  the  United  States  are  examining  the  possibil-

ity  of  deploying  directed  energy  weapons  in  oute.r  space

in  order  to  break  the  stalemate  that  for  so  long  has

virtu.ally  guaranteed  peace®     At  current  levels  of  re-

search  and  development,  bet.I.  nations  will  have  develop-

ed  and  possibly  deployed  in  outer  space  such  weapo.ns

by   1990.

A  purpose  of  this  study  is  to  determine  whether  or

not  it  is  in  the  best  interest  of  the  -u-nited  States  to
deploy  directed  c-ne.rgy  weapons  or  to  seek  their
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limitation  by  treaty.     To  make  such  an  evaluation  it

will  be  necessary  to  examine  the  cu.1:.rent  uses  of  outer

space,   the  technological  potential  of  directed  energy

weapons,   the  limitations  ip.ternational  I..aw  places  on

the  militariz.ation  of  outer  space  and  the  development

of  directed  energy  weapons,   and  the  importance  of  such

weapons  under  deterrence  t}ieory.

This  is  not  an  inclusive  study  of  the  potential  of

directed  energy  weapons.     T'he  technological  scope  of

this  study  is  limited  to  their  use  in  outer  spacje  for

exoatmospheric  purposes.     Due  to  the  secrecy  of  both

the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States,  the  technical

quality  of  tr.is  study  will  be  based  heavily  upon  that
appearing- in  Aviation  Week   &  Space  Technol99_:i.     This  is
unfortunate  since  this  publication  rarely  identif ies
its    source.s.    Yet  it  does  relate  the  technicaJ.  fea-

tures  of  directed  energy  weapons  in  such  a  manner  that

the  layman  can  understand  it.    Finally,  this  study  does

not  take  into  account  the  impact.  directed  energy  weap-

ons  may  have  on  the  natural  environment.



CHAPTER   11

TIIE   USE   OF   OUTF,R   SPACE

A  Def inition

With  the  reality  that  mankind  can  propel  vehicles

into  orb`it  around  the  Earth,  questions  have  arisen  as

to  what  is  and  what  will  be  the  uses  of  outer  space.

By  the  beginning  of  the  ].980's,   France,   Japan,   India,

the  People's  Republic  of  China,   the  Soviet  Union,   the

United  Kingdom,   and  tke  United  States  possessed  the

ability  to  launch  vehicles  into  outer  spaceo

Many  of  these  vehi.cles  are  of  a  military  nature.

Their  technical  features  include  the  gathering  of  sen~

sitive  information  on  nations,   rapid  communication,   and

precise  navigation.     Because  of  t.hese  features,   equa-
torial  nations  such  as  Brazil,   Indonesia,   a.nd  Zaire

have  expressed  a  desire  I-.or  the  establishment  of  an  in-.

ternationally  recognized  dema.rcation  line  that  would

divide  a  nation's  air  space  from  outer  space.

One  of  the  oldest  clef initions  as  to  w-here  a  na-

tion's  air  space  ends  aiid  outer  space  begins  is  cujus

est solun  ejus  est  usque  ad  coelum.1 Da+.inq  f ron  the

[Lincoln  Bloomfield,   ed. ,   Outer  Space
ai==E-al-i-,  i 96mEE9Spect_s_

for  Man   &   Society   {New  York:     Prenti
p.    153®
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time  of  trt,a  Rcim&n  Empii-e,   -the  translation  of   this  i`i`axim

states  that  whoever  controls  the  soil  also  controls  all

the  region  lying  above  it  to  the  ends  of  the  universe.

However,   vari.ous  concepts  which  ai`e  abundant  in  modern

ph.ysics  make  such  a  definition`-impractical.     Due  to  the

rotation  of  the  Earth  and  other  heavenly  .b6`dies-,  t-his

maxim  vrould  mean  that  owne-rship  of  objects  would  con-

stantly  be  changing.     If  this  definition  were  followed,

theref.ore,   it  would  no-t  b-e  in  a  natior`.`s  best  inter.est

to  launch  a  vehicle  for`on'ee  it  p-a5sed  in.to  outer  space

it  would  be  subject  to  confiscation.  . According  to

Andrew  H.aley  in  Space  Law  and  Government,   in   1946   the

United  Sta-t.es  Supreme  Court-ruled  in  United  States  v.

Causby,   that  this   "doctrine  has-no  Place  in  t-he  modern

woi-1d."2     Conseqnently,   the  idea  of  a  nation  owning

all  the  region  above  its  soil  is  today  in  general  dism

repute .

Sin-ce  i967,   there  haft,  been  a  growing  movement  to-

ward  the  concept  of  res  communis  ii-I  many  areas.     In

this  case,   outer   space   sl-ioi.-lid  r`.ot  .he  allot.7ef!   to  be  ap-

propriated,  but  i)e  held  in  corrmon  for  the  use  6f  all
as  a  benefit  to  all  mankind.3    At  the  time  this  concept

originated,   it  .,vas  meant  to  insrire  tll.e  equal

York:2AE:::gis;g:,]3:¥:hEE3%#j.fa=;I,`=€t&:_¥_f3;I_I.g¥£.g5.tNew
3B|oomfield,   p.158.
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distribution  of  whatever  resourcres  might  be  discovered

in  outer  space.     Yet  it  failed  to  recognize  where  out-.er

space  begins.     Naturally  this  concept  was  mear`.t  to  ap-

ply  only  to  heavenly  bodies  that  might  provide  valuable
resources.     But  yet.  another  goal  was  to  make  certain

tha.t  onter  space  would  be  exploited  only  for-peaceful,

scientific  purposes®

Between  1970  and  l980f   a  consensus  began  to  emerge

an`iong  experts  that  a  d§marcation  line- between  a  na-

tion's  air  space  and 'outer  space  should-be  placed  be-

tween  50  and  I.50  miles  ab(jve   sea   level.     Various     -,

organi'£ations  and.  indiv-iduals  have  of fered  potential

clef.i.niticns.     Despite  these-efforts  there  Has  been  no

international.Iy  acce.pted  legal  definition  as  i-.o  `v-here

outer  space  begins.4     The  Stan].ey  Fou.ndation  has  long

been  involved.  in  the  s.earch  for  such  a  clef-inition.     As

early  as  1974  this  foundation  proposed  that  outer  space

be  d.ef ined  a:  the

limitless. 1-egion  lying  beyond  the -highest
altitude  in  the  Earth's  atmosphere  -that  is
accessible  to  nonballistic  airborne  vehi-
cles   (about  30  miles)   and  added  as  a  more
restricted  definition  that  the-inne.I  bound-
ary  of  outer  space  could  be  interrupted  as
the  minimum  altitude  at.  which  an  i].npro'pelled

4Stephen  Gorove,   "The  Geostationar.y  Orb-it:     Issues
of  I,avLt  and  Policy,"   The  American  Joui-nal  cf  Interna-
tional  Ijaw  73   (LTuly  I;iTjF)Tlla6=447.      Mroc-.£orove   i§
Chairman  of  the  Graduate  Program  in  Law  and  Professor
of  I,aw  at  the  University  of  Mif>sissippi;   a.Tid  member  of
the  International.  Academy  of  Astronautics®
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::::ii::ep:::a:r±;::o:tle|:3rnt`:i::F.grl
Four  years  later,  the  Stanley  Fouridation  revised  its

clef inition  to  state  that.  outer  space  begins  at  an  alti-

tude  of   60  miJ.es.6     This  definitioli  was  a].so  accepted

by  Stephen  Gorove  of  the  University  of  .Mississippi,   for

it  is  the  lowest  altitude  at  which  a  nan-geostationary

satellite  can  be  maintained.7

When  viewed  from  a  strict  scientific  standpoint

there  would  seem  to  be  a  more  adequate  definition.     Ap-

proximately  150  miles  above  the  Earth's  surface  there
exists  the  von  Karman  line.

This  is  a  curve  of  altitude  p.i.otted  against
velocity,  connecting  the  points  at  which

::Lr£::I:::::  f:±8:t.t:£::c:5:::a.  ends  and
Althc>ugh  the  van  Karman  line  is  a  physical  demarcation

line  rather  than  a  legal  one,  it  does  serve  as  the  best

clef inition  of  where  outer  space  should  properly  be  said

to  begin.     Conseq`iently  for  .the  purpose  of  this  stlidy,

outer  space  will  be  defined  as  th.at,  limitless  region

5Peter  Jankowitsch,   InternatJ..c.nal  Cooperation  in

i;i?+rsLF3-o®`Muscatine,
6Thirteenth

erati

tanley  F6indati6il

Conference.  on  the  Next Decade:     Coop-
on  orL|n|£ontation  in  outer  Space,  by

Stanley,   Chairman   (Ic>wa  City
Foundation,1978),   p®    8®

7C-orc`ve,   p.   447.

8Bloomfielcl,   p.155.

C.    Maxtw-el].-f6ira-::-1Hestanley
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beginr}ing  approximately  150  miles  above  the  Earth's   sea

level.     In  this  reg.i.on  nations  have  deployed  nun.\erous

sate].iites.     The  presence  of  these  satellites  chal-

lenges  the  idea  that  outer  space  should  remain  a  peace-

ful  environment  that  can  be  of  benefit  to  all  mankind.

The  Mill tary P_oL±±Lntial  of _Outer  Sp±se
In  October  1957,   the  Soviet  Union  launched  the

first  man-made  object  ever  to  be  placed  in  outer  space,

Sputnik  I.9    With  that  event  a  race  began  to  determine

which  natio.n,   the  Soviet  Union  or  the  United  States,

could  most  fully  develop  the  technical  prerequisites

of  flight  in  outer  space.    With  the  advent  of  this

space  race  came  the  fear..  that  one  nat]..on  might,  gain  a

strategic  advantage  by  turning  its  peaceful  space  pro-

gram  into  a  in.i.Iitary  program.     But  as  the  Center  for
Defense  Information  points  out,   the  space  programs  of

the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  have  always  pos-

sessed  military  characteristics.

Using  Un.ited  Natior`.s  and  other  unclassif ied
data,   it  can  be  estimated  with  some  confi-
dence  that  about  60  percent  of  the  U.   S.
space  launching.s  have  been  cond'dcted  by  the

::::I;:f, t;es::3:::yu:ig::iopercentage  is
Lt.   General  Kenneth  W.   Schultz,   fcirmer  Commander  of  the

9Ha|ey,   p.   128.

10Center  for  Defense  Information,   .'The  Militariza-
t-.ion  of  Outer  Space,"   The  Defense  Monitor  IV   (July
1975):       2.
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U.   S.   Air  Force  Space  and  Missi].e.   Syst,ems  Organization,

in  1974  stated  that  a

sharp  definition  of  separate  roles  for  in.ili-
tary  and  civilian  spa.ce  ef forts  has  not  al-
ways  been  easy.     In  actual  fact,   the  two
programs  have  worked  in  close  and  economical
cooperation,   sharing  specially  qual,i.fled  man-

§::::'w:=£  :£;e=¥:::::-8£dening  expertise  that
From  this  it.  is  logical  to  conclude  that  the  Soviet

Union  and  the  United  States  are  becoming  staunch  com-

petitors  in  their  exploitation  of  outer  space.    Thus
it  is  to  be  expected  that  I.'rance,   Japan,   the  People's

Republic  of  China,   and  the  United  Kingdom,   each  pos-

sessing  the  indigenous  capability  to  launcl.i  vehicles

into  outer-  space,  may  also  explore  potential  military

applicatic>ns.     Yet  at  present,   the  Soviet  Union  and  the

United  States  are  t`he  major  users  of  outer  space.

Increasingl.y,   these  two  nations  use  oriter  space

for  military  purposes  since

space  tec.h.nology  could  free  military  forces
from  de.pendence  on  foreign  bases  and  from
the  need  for  cc>rrm`unication.  aird  monitoring
facilities  in  other  countries.     ri'he.  U.   S.  Air
Force,   fc>r  example,   envis?,ions  both  manned  and
unmanned   space  statj.c>ns  that  wctuld  be  u.sed
for  targeting,   damage  assessment  and  reta.r--
geting  of  strategic  weapons,  weapons  guidance,
::§  ::]aurLLti:i::t::::1::::::o::Tfnd.  Control

illbid.,   p.   7®

L2Herbet  Scoville,   Jr.   and  Kosta  Tsipis,   Can  Space
Remain  a  Peaceful  Enviroliment?      (Mtlscatine,   Iowa:     TIT,e

ey  Foundation,   1978)  ,   p®   9
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Furthermc`jre,   today

both  superpowers  rega.rd  space  a.s  a  medium--
much  like.  the  oceans--to  be  used  militarily.
F'rom  the  beginning,   the  military  uses  of
space  have  involved  more  than  man.n.ed  or  un-
manned  spacecraft.     Intercontinental  bal-
list.ir.  missiles   (ICBMs)   whicli  by  necessity
pass  th£.ough  outer  space  in  their  trajec-
tories  have  been  part  of  I.he  rmerican  and
Soviet  inventories  for  more  than  a  decade-
and-a-half .13

Consequently,   it  is  to  be  expected  that  should  the

S`oviet  Union  and  the  United  States  engage  in  a  struggle

for  mortal  survival  that  outei-  space  would  erupt  in  a

barrage  of  missiles  as  the  skies  over  the  United  King-

dom  erupted  in  1940  with  German  aircraft.,

Outer  space  is  in  a  transition  phase  from  use  as  a

passive  military  medium  to  an  active  one.     The  military
establislments  o-f  both.nations  have  deployed  numerous

satellite  systems  which  serve  in  a  passive  military

mode o

Satellites  are  used  for  such  military  opera--
tions  as  warning,   reconnaissance,   communica-
tions,  and  navig.ation,  as  well  as  civilian
functions  such  as  meteorology,   civil  commu-
nications,  and  scientific  exploration.14

In  es.sence  these  satellites  serve  not  as  weclpons  of

destructicm  but  as  a  tool  for  guiding  sii.ch  devices.

L3Center  for  Defense  Informa+.ior„   "The  Militariza--
tion  of  Outer  Space,   p.   2.

14U.   S.   Arms  Conl:rol   and  Disar.inament  Agency,   ±±=p±

Ag9L¥#¥38:¥,  ,;a::±=::::Ill:L5:  8:.tks6..,  g,:e£=.i,:t8OntroL
and  Disarmament  Agency,   1981)  ,   p.    92.
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"Once  enhanced  by  cori`puters,   spy  satellites'   pictui-es

can  shc)w  a  car  license  plate  on  the  ground  frol`.`  over

I.00  miles  in  space."]5    These  pictures  provide  the  So-.

viet  Union  and  the  United  States  with  the  assurance

that  neither  side  is  preparing  to  launch  a  massive

nuclear  attack.

Launch  a  ballistic  missile  almost  anywhere,
and  the  heat  of  the  engines  will  be  spotted
w.ithin  two  minutes  by  inf rared  sensors  car-
ried  in  early  warning  satellite.s.     These
satellites,   in  very  high  geosynchronous  or-

:±t:}'£er::=±a.E8ised  over  particular  sectors

Both  the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  are

developing  ASAT'  programs  that  could  be.  operatio.Hal

within  two  years.     Both  nations  are  conducting  such  re-

search  in  the  hope  of  developing  the  capacity  to  negate

unfrieridly  satellites  thus  decreasing  the  ef f iciency

of  the  opposition's  nuclear  foi-ces.     Should  one  nation

decide  to  destroy  the  military  satellites  of  anothe,r,

an  act  of  war,   equivalent  to  the  Japanese  bombing  of

the  U.   S.   Naval  Base  at  Pearl  IIarbor  in  1945,   would  be

corrrmit.ted.     It  is  logical  to  assume  no  nation  would

commit  such  an  act  unless  it  was  willing  ilo  unleash  its

nuclear  deterrent.     Consequer`.tly,  the  attacked  state
•wc)uld  realize  i.tT,  had  no  option  but  to  respond  in  kind

I-5WGBH,    "Ih`-=   Real   War   in   Space,"   p.    2.

]6Nigel  Calder,   Nuclear  Nightmares   (}\Tew  York:
Pi.-er.tjLce~Hall,1979) ,   p.    93
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by  unleashing  its  own  nuclear  strike  force.     This  in

the  end  may  well  mean  the  mutually  assurecl  destruction

(MAD)   of  both  nations.     I.n  the   succeeding   sections  of

tliis  chapt.er,   a  more  detailed  ana-1ysis  will  be  made  of

Sc]viet  and  American  space  assets.

Soviet  Space  Assets

All  anti-air  defense  operations  of  the  Soviet

Union  a.re  carried  out  by F'-V-O  Strany,   a  branch  of  t.he

Soviet  military  coequal  witn  the  Soviet  Arm.y,   Navy,   or

Air  Force.     The  new  service  was  named  P-V~O  Stranv  for

the  Russian  Words  g=9±±JZSvovozdushnaya  oborona  meaning

anti-air  defer`.se.L7    As  with  all  branches  of  the  mili-

tary,   .PL=]±g,_j{±±±±±]£  is  subdivided  into  specialized

units,   one  of  which  is  :P-.K-O   ("protivosmicheskaya

oborona, Rus:T,lan  for  defense  against  space-orbiting

Combat  missiles  or  intelligence  satellites").18    |t  is

the  P-K-O  which  has  primary  responsibility  for  carry-

ing  out  Soviet  military  objectives  in  outer  space.

Althoug.h  detailed  iriformation  on  Soviet  space  as-

sets  is  not  available,   some  general  characteristics  can

be  outlined.     According  to  the  Stanley  Foundation-,   So-

viet  satellites  can  be  classified  in  to. eight  Categories

L7American  Security  Council,   "The  Soviet  ABM
Monopoly,"   Washirigton  Report,   April   21,1969,

18Ibid.,   p.   2.
p.i.
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k`y  functic>noL9     These  categories  are  corrmunications,

meteorology,   early  warning,   reconnaissance,   intelli-

gence,  mapping,  navigation,   a.nd  antisatellite  targets   _
and  interc,.eptors.     Soviet  communication  and  meteorolog-

ical  satellites  serve  both  the  civilian  and  military
sectors  and  therefore  are  n. ot  classif iable  as  solely

milita-ry  satellites.     The  purpose  of  soviet  e.arly  warn-

ing  satellites  is  the  same  as  it  is  for  American,  to

detect  the   launch  of  enemy  missiles.     The  Cosmos  and   -

Salyut  satellites  serve  as  a  mear].a  of  closely  examin--

ing  particular  a.r_eas.     These  sate].Iites  have  an  oper--

ational  life  span  of  between  12  and  30  days.     Ocean

reconnaiss.ance  satellites  are  nuclear  powered  and  pro-.

vide  c:ontinuous  surveillance  of  ships.     Shonld  the

United  States  have  an  operational  ASAT  device  and  a

nuclear  conflict  occur,   these  satelli_tes  would  be  the

top  priority  target.    Soviet  electronic  intelligence
satellites  serve  as  a  means  of  gathering  radio  and

radar  emissions  for  military  analysis.     Such  emissions

would  include  telemetery  information  for  AmLarican  mis-

sile  tests._    Mapping  sat.elli€es.  ser`-e  to. prbvide

infcirmation  to  improve  missile  accul-acy.     Navigation

satellites  also  serve  as  a  means  of  improving  missile

accuracy,  and  to  provide  Soviet  ships  with  their

19In  Appendix  A,   a  chart  is  presented  of  Sovi-`et
Mili{-.ary  Space  Prograrr,s.      Karas,   p.   29.
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location.     The  Soviet  navigation  satellites  are  similar

in  function  I.a  the  Americ.an  Transit system.20

The  `Soviet  Union  has  b.y  198.1.   tested  the  only  ASAT

wea.pon  that  could  become  operational  within  a  year's

time .

The  Cosmos  interceptor  satellites  that  have
been  tested  so  far.work  like.  this:     having
identified  ano-  been  guided. tc}  the  target  sat-
ellite,   the  Cosmos  maneuve.rs  up  beside  it  and
then  explodes.     The  resultip.g  fragments  of
shrapnel  from  the  explosion  will  completely

::::Set::dd;::C::eo:¥S::rna::i:::2Earget  sat-
13owever  it  cannot  be  stressed  too  many`  times  that  even

though  these  satellites  have  been  tested  in  outer  space,
they  have  yet  to  be  deployed  as  an  operatiohal  weapon

sys+.em.     Furtr..ermore,   orT.e  Cosmos  interceptor  satellite

can  be  targeted  at  only  cine  enemy  satellite.     As  of

1981,   the  Cosmos  interceptor  satellite  program  has  con-

ducted  tests  in  outer  space  eighteen  times.22    of  the

first  seventeen  tests,   seven  of  these  are  known  to  be.

fai.Lures.23    An  example  of  such  a  failure  occurred  in

1969.

2°Thomas  H.   Karas,   |mp±icL±±±ons  of  Space  Technolog`±
for  Strategig. Ni-`clear  Compet_ition   I:Muscatine,   Iowa:
The  Star.Iey  Foundation,   i98l) ,   p.   31.

2LWGBH,    ''The   Real   War   ir.   Space,"   P.    6.

22pau|  Recer,   "   'Stai-Wars'   Weapons  May  Come  True,"
U.    S.    News   &
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Wor].a  Report,   July  27,1981,   p.   46.

"Study  Group  Warns  Against  Space  Wars,"   The
Washington  Starr   21   October  1980,   sea.   D,   p.   10.
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Evidence  of  a  Soviet  test  c>f  an.ti-space
defense  was  .provided  by. . .the  U.   S.   Air' Defense  Command's   "Satellite  Situation
Report."     That  document  disclosed  that
bet`ween  October  19  and  the  first  of  No-
vember,   three  space  vehicles  were  launch-
ed  by  the  Soviet  Union  f ron  their  Cape
Kennedy--klioin  .as  the  Tyuratom  Space  Center.
Cosmos  satellite  248  was  sent  into  orbit
on  a  trajectory  that  would  carry  it  to  an
angle  of  62.2  degrees  over  the  equator.
On  practically  the  same  course,   Cosmos
249  a.nd-252  were  sent  after  it.     About
300  miles  above  th.e  earth,   the  three  sat-
ellites  were  in  close  proximity.     Sudden-

. Iy,   249  and  252  exploded  into  lots  of
1.i.ttle  pieces,   according  to  tr.e  U.. S.
Report,   Cosmos  248,   unharmed,   continued
on  its  way.24

Soviet  tests  of  interceptor  satellites  are  con-
ducted  at  an  altit.ude  no  higher  than  600  miles.     When

perfected,  these.  sate.Ilites  may  pose  a  threat  to  the
American  space  shuttle  and  to  som`e  reconnaissance  sat-

ellites.    Yet,
The  Soviet  antisatellite  weapon  has. not
been  tested  at  the  geosynchronous  orbital    .
altitude  where  U.   S.  warning  sateJ.Iites
and  a  number  of  coITmunications  satellites
af6  stationed.     The  U.   S.   Satellite  Data
System   (SDS)   saceliites,   which  would  relay
communications  over  t..he  North  Pole  to  U.   S.
bombers,   pass  the  Earth  at.1c>w  altitude  but
at  a  highc`.r  velocit.y  than  the  targets

:8a==:t.b*±C.:e:::a:8¥±et  interceptor  has
Therefore  perfection  of  the  Soviet  interceptor-  satel-

lite.  wieapon,  `£JiL.kin  its  curl-ent  orbital  parameters,

24American  Security  Council,   P.   3.

25Karas,   p.   19.
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would  be  only  an  incc)nvenience  to  Amen.ican  monitoring

of  the  Sc)viet  Union.

As  ol}e  of  the  two  major  powers,   it  has  long  been

the  supposed  intent  of  the  Soviet  Union  to  negate  Amer-

ican  space  assets.     But  there  emerges  an  equally  viable

alternative,.  that  is  to  negate  the  space  assets  of  the
Peopie's  Republic  of  China.-   For  tr7,p  last  tv,'enty  years.,

there  has  heen.a.n  uneasy  truce  between  the  Pec>ple's

Republic  of  Ch.ina  and  the  Soviet  Union.     At  pi=esent,

bath  sides  use  reconnaissance  satellites  to  monitor  the

movements  of  the  oth.er.

It  tw-as  noted  in  a  report  by  t.he  Center  for  Def ense

Information,   that  "Chiriese  reconnaissance  sa,tellites  do

travel   in  orbits  sit-nild}=  to  tl-lose  cif  the  Soviet  test

targets."26     Conseqt2ently,   the  Soviet  ASAT  prograni.  may

be  aimed  at  what  it  considers  its  most  dangerous  adver-

sary.     Since  the  People's  Republic  of  China  is  not  a

party  to  the  1968  Outer  Spa.ce  Treaty,   it  may  feel  no
legal  restraint.  on  deploying  nuclear  warheads  in  outer

space.     Therefore,   the  Soviet  Uni(.jn  may  require  an  op-

tion  to  counter-  such  a  possible  Chinese  move.

American  Space  Assets

Unlike  in  the  Soviet  Union.  wher..e  it  is  the  assign-

ed  purpose  of  t.he  P-K-O  to  guide  the  deplc`yment  of

military  objects  in  outer  space,   the  United.  States  has

26"StLidy   G.L~ou.p  Warn`cj   Age.i.nst   Space   Wars,"   p.10.

EIBRARu

frppalachlan  State  Unlversltrb
BooDe„  North  Carolina
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no  single  branch  of  the  military  with  such  responsibilL

ities.     Various  individuals  in  the  I)epar=ment  of  De-

fense   (BOD)   and  Congress  blame  the  delay  of  various

military  space  projects  due  to  the  division  of  the  mil-

itary  space  responsibilities.

This  has  led  to  serious  consideration,  within
the  BOD  and  Congress,   of  establishing  a  new
Branch  c)f  the  armed  services  for  space  war-
fare,   probably  Space  Command.     The  reasoning
is  that  the  USAF  and  Navy  are  seeking  to  avoid
developing  space  weaponry  for  defense  and  that
any  ef fctrt  in  this  area  takes  away  from  total
obligational  authority  for  other  planned  stra-
tegic  weapon  systems.     There  also  is  some  con-
a.ern  over  roles  and  missions  between  the  Army
and  USAF  as  to  where  the  Army's  ballistic

:::3i::o::fe:;:a:13::::s:t:E:s::g :::ig:¥;s
Separate  satellite  communication  systems  are  maintained

by  the  USAF  and  Navy.28     Such  systems  are  justified  due

to  the  exclusive  needs  of  each  service.     The  creation

of  a  special  service,  .Space  Command,   would  serve  to

unify  the  American  military  program  in  outer.  space.

Even  without  one  branch  responsible  for  coordinat-

ing  rriilitary  activities  in  oute3.-  space,  American  mili-

tary  efforts  have  been  i.ar  from  unsuccessful.29

27Cla.rence  A.   Robinson,   Jr. ,   "Beam  Weapons  Technol-

?3¥yE¥g:n€;E:)J':'Aifg=Lti°L±J±S£!S±±Bj3£±LT§±!±±!£g±9gl£
28A  brief  description  of  current  American  Military

space  assets -is  provided  in  Appe.ndix  a.     Center  for
Defense  Information.     "The  Military  Race  in  Space,"
The   Defense  Monitor   IX   (1980):      4.

29|n  Appendices  C  and  D,   future  American  military
gc)als  in  outer  space  are  defined.     Karas,   pp.   27-28.
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American  .satellites  can  basically  be  divided  into  five

categories;   communications,   surveillance,   ear].y  warn-

ing,  meteorological,   and .navigation.

i)   Two-thirds  of  U.   S.  milit.ary  long  dis-
tance  communications  are  carried  by
sat.el].ites.     Twep.ty-seven  of  the  major
U.   S.  military  headquarters  receive  and
issue  commands  by  satellites.     Most
U.   S®   warships  are  directed  and  cc)n-

::::I::t:¥.¥6Ssa-ges  sent  through
2)   Surveillance  satellites  fly  in  a  very

low,  elliptical  orbit,  with  a  perigee
of  loo  miles  or  less.     Sophisticated
photo-reconnaissance  sateJ.Iites,  carry-
ing  powerful  cameras,   can  distinguish
a  golf  ball  on  a  green.     TIT.e  l1-ton"Big  Bird"  satellite  locates  targets,.
monitors  troop  and  missile  deploymenEs
and  watches  the  world's  trouble  spots.
It  can  provide  live  coverage  on  f ilm

E;a::rgE:I::s?51ej:a::c::tb:i:e;::::.ed
bureau,   the  National  Reconnaissance
Office,  operates  the  satellites.    A
rarely  menticjned  ceri.ter  at  a  secret
I.ocation,   the .Defense  Special  Missile
and  Astronautics  Center,  collects  in-
formation  from  the  satell.ites.     This
information  is  analyzed  by  workers  in
the  CIA,   the  National  Sectirity  Agency
(DIA) ,   and  the  intelligence  organiza-
t.ions
Force gf  the  Army,   Navy,   and  Air

3)   Early  warning  satellites  operating  from
synchronous  orbits  cif  20,000  nautical
miles,  can  detect  either  land-based  or
submarine  in,issile  .ILaunches  almost

30Cente.r  for  Defense  Informatiori,   "Military  Race  In
Space,"   p.   2.

31Center  for  De£-.ense  Information,   "The  rJlilitariz,a-
tion  of  Outer  Space.,"  p.   4.

32Cent.er  for  Defense  Inforniat.ion,   "Nil.i.tary  Race  In
Space'"   p.   2.
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instantaneously,   using  imf-.ra-red  sen.-
sors.     There  are  two  early  warning
sat.ellites  in  orbit  over  t.he  western
hemisphere,   and  one  ov6I`  the  eastern.

dimensions  making  star
solete  as  the  bow  and

33

4)   Satellites  provide  we..ither  information
to  permit  a.ontinuous  planning  fo_-  of -
fensive  and  defensive  military  opera.-
tions.     Two  U.   S.   mi].itary  weather

a::::L±:::  ::]¥L:sP:C::;:§40f  the  whole

5)   The  Navy's  Transit  navigation  satellite,
in  use  since  the  early  1960's,  was  de-
signed  primarily  to  allow  missile  sub-
marines  to  fix  their  positions  at  sea.

:¥o:::4p::i:i::.i:gb:.v:::::CffivB¥A:??5
NAVSTAR  will  p-rJ3vide  position  accuracy
anywhere  on  the  globe  within  10  meters
or  less.     This  will  give  warships  an
instantaneous  day  and  night  f ix  in  three

a::::?3€±°:h:S  ob-
United  States  plans  to  install  bhang-
me.t.ere,   nuclear  e`xplosion  detectors,   on
its  NAVSTAR  satellites ....     The  ability
to.learn  almost  instantly  where  our
nuclear  weapons  have  and  have  not  det-.
onated  would  be  an  extremely  powerful
force  n`ultiplier.     'I`oday  it  is  generally
assumed  that  an  attack  on  enemy  missile
silos  would  require  aiming  at  least  two
nuclear  warheads  at  each  silo,  even  if
the  single-shot  kill  probability  of  the
individual  warheads  approaches  loo  per-
cent.     The  extra  cc)verage  is  needed  to
compensa-te  for  in.issile  and  wai:.head  un-
reliabilities  whit:h  cannot  be  predicted.
If ,   howevei`,   quick  damage  assessment
reports  were  availarjle,  the  initial

33Center  fo.r  Defense  Information,   ''The  Militariza-
tion  of  Outer  Space,"  p.   3.

34Center  for-  Defense  Information,   "Military  Race  Iri
Outer  Space,"  p.   2.

35ceriter  for  Defe.nse  lnforr.ia.i.ion,   "The  Militariza-
tion  of  Outer  Space,"  p.   4.

36wGBHr    ''T.he   Real   War   in   S`€)ace,"   PP.    3-4.
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att-`ack  would  need  to  use  only  one  war-
head,  per  silo,   f.ollowed,   if  the  warhead
were  to  fail.,  by  another  directed  at
t.he  missile  silo®     Thus  the  number  of
warheads  needed  for-  a  powerful  threat
against  a  land-based  ICBM  force  can  be
reduced  about  40  percent.37

If  an  ASAT  weapon weredeveloped  and  deployed  it  would

threaten  the  ability  of  the  Soviet  Union  or  the  Unit.ed

States  to  carry  out  a  nuclear  strike..   -Therefore,   such

an  advance  in  technology  might  increase  the  need  of  a

pre-emptive  strike.
To  allow  the  United  States  the  ability  to  respond

to  a  Soviet  attack  ctn  American  satellites,  the  United

Sta`tes  has  several  ASAT  programs  under  deve],opment.

Unlike  the  Soviet  interceptor  satellite,  by  1983  the-

United  States  will  have  developed  a  cylindrical  object

which  contains  nct  explosives.     TheETte  Miniature  IIoming

Intercept  Vehicles   (MHIV)   will  weigh  about  34  pounds,

and  be  less  than  2  feet  in  diamter.     Due  to  its  small

size,   it  could  be  thrown  into  orbit  by  a  F~15  fighter

zooming  to  a  high  altitude.

Once  ejected,   its  o-wn  rocket  motors  will
maneuver  it  int.o  an  i.ntercept  posT,ition  tJ.e-
termined  by  on-board  optic&1  sensors  and  a
sma.Il  computer.     TraveJ.ing  at  an  orb.ital
speed  of  about  17,500  miles  an  hour,   the
small  vehicle's  combination  of  mass  and

£±:}£  ::e::s¥±::g:::::3§nything  it  iripact.s

37Karas,   p.   9.

38Benjamin  F.   Schermer,    "Does   U.   S.   RTeed  Bigger
Anti-Satellite  Effort?"    Armed  Forces  Journal,   July
198()'    p®    41.
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One  possible  weapon  that  the  Sc;viet  Union  does  r`.ot.

have  an  equival€!nt  to  is`,  t.he  .american  space  shuttle.

The  space.  shut+ie  is  a   joint  .National
Aeronautics  and  Spac'e  Administration   (NASA)
DOD  project ....     Althongh  the  military
plans  extensive  use  of  t,he   shuttle ,-.. ®NASA
is  paying  nearly  all  research  and  devel-
opment.  costs, ,estimated  at  $6-8  billion.
DOD  plans  to  purchase  its  own  shuttlecral't
at   $300-500  million  each.39

Until  the.  military  acquires  its  own  shuttle  it  will`be

ii`sing  NASA  shuttle  flights.     "American  officia.1s  admit

that  in  the  next  few  years  at  least.  a  third  of  the  shut-

tle  flights  will  be  devoted  to  military  cargo."40    one

such  example,   is  the  testing  of  "mosaic  infrared  sen-

sors  that  could  track  missiles  or  strategic  aircraf t
with  greater  precision."4L    Also,   another  mission  "will

test  a  satellite  booster  rocket,  the  so~called  1-nertial

Upper  Stage. . .to  blast  them  into  highe-r  orbits  out  o_f

range  of  Soviet  killer  satellites.42    The  Soviet  Union,

perceiving  the  potential  of  the  space  shuttle  has  at-
tempted  to  negotiate  a  halt  to  its  development.     Fail-

ing  this,   the  official  Communist  media  have  condemned

the  space  shuttie`s  military  potential.43

39Cenl-.er  for  Defense   IIiformat-.ion,   "The  'Militari.za-
tion  of  Oi-iter  Space,"  p.   5.

40Recer,   p.   48.

41Karas,   p.   5.

42"America's  shuttla:     hawk.  Qr  a  dove?"     E9dy'
24   April   1981,   p.   5.

43Ibid®
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_Sprma-r¥
JBy  the  beginning  of  the  l980's,   France,   iTapan,   the.

Peop.i.e's  Repuhiic  of  China,   the  Soviet  Union,   and  the

United  States  each  possessed  the  indigenous  capability

of  launching  vehic].es  into  outer  space.     This  has  led

i.o  a  desire  of  equatorial  nations  to  clef ine  where  their

air  space  ends  and  outer  space  begins. -   The  ol.dest  def-

inition  is  cujus  est  solun  ejus  est  usque  ad  coelum,

meaning  whoever  controls  the  soil  also  controls  all  the

region  lying  above  it  to  the  ends  of  the  universe.

However,   in  1946  the  United  States  Supreme  Court  ruled

in  United  States  v.   Causby  that  this  doctrine  has  no

place  in  the  modern  world®     Since  1946,   other  legal

clef initions  have.  been  of fered  by  the  St.anley  Foundation

and  Stephen  Gorovec     Yet  none  of  these  definitions  have

been  universally  accepted.    For  the  purpose  of  this

study,  the  von  Karman  line,  a  physical  definition,  will

be  tised  as  a  demarca.tion  I.ine  of  where  outer  space  be-

gins  and  a  nation's  air  space  ends.
The  use  and  uses  of  outer  space.  are  currently  in  a

transition  phase.     Since  t.he  1960!s,   both.  the  Soviet

Union  and  the  ~l}.nited  States  have  deployed  Satellites

into  outer  space  as  a  means  of  monitoring  the  military

movements  of  the  other.     These  passive  military  satel-

lites  are  now  being  followed  by  a  generatic.n  of  non-

passive  military  vehicles.     At.  present,  .the  Soviet
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Union  is  test.ing  an  intercept6r  satellite  which  when

dew.eloped.  may  threaten  some  low  orbiting  unfriendly

satellites  and  the  Americ.an  spac.e  shut.t].e.     One  possi-

ble  reason  for  the  Soviet  program    may  be  to  be  able

to  counte.r  actions  of  the  People's  Republic  of  China

in  outer  space.

The  Unit.ed  States  is  also  developing  an  ASAT  de-

vice  known  as  MHIV  which  could  be  deployed  as  early  as

1983.     MHIV  is  a  cylindrical,   non-explosive  device  that

will  destroy  an  object  by  impacting.with  it  at  a  high

speed.     One  American  weapon  the  Soviet  Union  does  not

have  a  counterpart  to  is  the  space  shuttle.     Developed

by  NASA  and  the  DOD,   in  its  first  few  years  of  flights

a  third  of  .i.ts  missions  will  invc)1ve  military  cargoes.

Final.1y  in  Appendices  A,   a,   C,   and  D  of  this  thesis,

current  and  projecce.d .Soviet  and  American  space  activ-

ities  are  described.



CHAPTER   Ill

TECHNICAL   ASPECTS   OF   DIRECTED   ENERGY   WEAPONS

WL¥ponPotential

When  the  idea  of  directed  energy  weapons   (DEWs)

was  conceived  by  the  Bi-itis'n  in  the  1940's,   it  was  to

negate  invading  aircraft.     Since  the  1940's  technical

innovations  nave  in  many  ways  revolutionized  of f ensive

and  defensive  actions  that.could  take  place  in  a  con-

flict  between  the  major  powers.     In  the  l980's,   one  of

the  new  defensive  concepts  wc>uld  be  the  deploying  of

I)EWs  in  outer  space  for  ABM  and  ASAT  operati6ns.     The

purpose  of  this  chapter  will  be  to  explore  the  technol-
ogy  and  functioning  of  DEWs  and  their  pc)ssible  deploy-

ment  in  outer  space.

All  weapons  which  transfer  energy  to  an  object  by

use  of  non-explosive  means  are  categorized  as  DEWs.

The  tv.7o  most  prominent  in.embers  of  this  category  are

particle  beam  weapons   (PBWs)   and  J.aser   (light  amplica-

tion  by  stimulated  emission  of  radiatior`.)   weapons.

Both  laser  and  particle  beam  weapons  project
a  ccjncentrated  beam  of  high  energy,   either
ip.  the  for.ip.  of  a  Continuous  wave  or  a  pulsed
emmission,  that  either  destroys  the  target
by  burning  a  hole  in` it  or  disrupts  the  path
of  the  t.arget  by  knocking  it  of f  course. be-
cause  of  the  great  atmosphei-ic  pi-essure  the   .

33
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beam  creates.     The  basic  diffe±enc:e  between
the  t``7o  weapons  is  that  a  laser  produces
its  effects  through  a  light  wave,  whi].e  a
particle  beam  projects  highly  accelerated
::¥=r::t:::¥S:  ::8±:¥::=:¥ic  particles  that

Thjis  the  physical  aspects  of  the  energy'beams  differ,

one  projects  light  waves  or  photon  bullets  while  the

latter  projects  atomic  or  subatomic  particles.
•As  state.d,   DEWs  propagate  energy  beams  in  either

continuous  or  pulsed  waves.     The  type  of  energy  beam

connotes  the  amount  of  time  the  power  output  will  be

sustained .

Continuous  power  output  connotes  a  steady
and  sustained  power  levels  for  seconds,
minutes,   hours,   or  weeks.     The  laser  device
is  simply  turned  on  and  "runs"  for  extend-
ed  periods.     Conversely,   "put.sad"   lasers
run  only  at  intervals,  which  may  be  very
short,   for  only  a.small  fraction  of  a  see-
oncl,.   typically  measured  in  millionths  of
a  second.   (micro-secop.ds)   or  billionths  of
a  second   (nanoseconds)   but  can  do  so  at

:=::::::5,u:*g:Otr£::7e:±t;:::5red  to  as  „±n_
The  e!ivirorm`.ent  in  which  DEWs  ai.e  deployed  will  be

the  determinincT  fact.or  as  to  the.  ef fe{=tiJeness  of  the

energy  bea.in.     If   such  a  weaLpon  system  were  ever  based  on

Ear+.h  it  woulcl  i.a  subject  to  various  atmospheric  con-

ditions;   haze,   rain,   and  clouds.     Such  cc)nditions  would

•[Donald  .M.   Snow,    `'.T.age.rs,   Charged-Pa]=t.icle   Beams,
and  the   St.I.-ate.gig  Fu`:.ure, "   Po
95    {Surrmer   1980):       282.

2u.   s.   Department  of
Research   Pr.ogram  FY   1980,

lit.icaJ.  Science  Quarter

Defense,   High  Energy  Laser
by  Dr.   J,   Richard  Airey,

=1L¥,

{Was.hingtor`„   D.   C. :      Go'+ernm`3nt   Printing   Offic:e,1979} ,
p.   18.
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dilute  an  energy  beam  and  thereby  turn  what  cctuld  be  a

most.effective  energy  beam  at  200  kilometers  on  a  clear

day  into  an  ineffective  one  at.  loo  kilometers  on  a

cloudy  day.     Also  when  based  on  Earth,   it  would  be  dif-

ficult  to  redeploy  a  DEW  in  a  small  amount  of  time.

Thus,   the  norimobile  weapon  system  would  be  limited  as

to  the  number  of  objects  it  could  be  employed  agaj.nst.

The  mo;t  accepted  mode  for  deployment  of  DEWs  will

be  in  outer  space  so  that  atmospheric  conditions  will

not  become  a  f actor  in  it.!5  performance  as  an  ABM  or

ASAT  device.     Once  deployed  in  outer  space,   a  directed

energy  battle  station   (DEBS)   would  have  a  wider  angle

from  which  to  acquire  targets.     Such  a  weapon  station

wou].a  be  able  to  cope  with  a  larger  number  of  targets

consequent.Iy  decreasing  the  need  for  it  to  be  redeploy-

ed.     When  such  a  need .should  arise,   redeployment  wou.Id

be  accomplished  eff iciently  by  the  firing  of  a  thrust-

er  rocket.
Even  though  the  composition.  of  various  types  ot-

energy  bean-is  differ,   the  attributes  upon  which  such  an

outer  space  weapon  system  would  depend  would  be  s.imi-

lar.     The  Operational  capabilities  of  such  a  weapon

syste.in  would  need  to  iriclude  the  ability  tc>:

Detect  and  track  the  target(s)   with  ap-
propriate  sensc)rs.
Identify  the  tar.get(s)   among  decoys.
Point  the  beam  at  a  target  and  fo].low  the
target .
Fire  the  I)earn  at  a  target  ar,d  follow  the
ta-i--get-.
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I)eterm]ne  if  the  target  was  hit,   oi-not.
Assess  the  damage  i.i  the  target  was  hit.

• Determine  the  miss  vector  if  t..he  target
was  not  hit.
Corl-ec+.  the  a.i.rr.ing  o.f  the  beam  by  the
miss  amount.
F.ire  the  accelerator  again®3

After  the  DEBS  had  destroyed  or  negated  the  target,   it

wou].a  then  proceed  to  acquit-e  the  next  targ.et.     Accord-

ing  to  Dr.   J.   Richard  Airey,   Director  of  the  United

States  Depaitment  of  Defense  high  energy  la.ser  proj-

eats,   a  DEW  system  would  need  to  include  those  elements

presented  in  Figure  i.     To  be  deployed  in  outer  space,
this  weapon  system  would  need  to  inc.i.ude  each  of  those

elements  presented  in  Figure  i,  along  with  sophisticat-

ed  colnmunications  equipmenti 4

The  sta,tioning  of  DEBSs  in  outer  space  re.quires

that  they  would  need  to  be  automated  ol-manned.     Should

these  battJ.e  stations .be.  manned,   a  constap.t  means  of

preventive  maintenance  would  be  available.     Yet  this
wciuld  require  larger  battle  stations  so  as  to  supply

the  crew  with  living  and  working  quarters.     This  in

turn  would  require  a  longer  time  period  to  de.ploy  IT`an-

ned  battle  stations  than  unmanned  battle  stat.ions.
•Moreover,   this  would  allow  any  nation  which  helieved

it  was  threatened  by  such  deplo.vment  a  greater  amount

3G.   Bekefi,   8.   T.   Fe.I.a,   J.   Parmentola,   and  K.
Tsipis,   "Particle  beam  weapons-a  technical  assessment, "
Nature   284    (March   20,1980):      223.

4U.   So   Department  of  Defense,   High  Energy  Laser
R.esearch  Program  FY   1980,   p.   15.
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of  time  to  respond  milit.arily  before  the  outer  space

wil`,dow  was  closed  to  it.     Since  it  would  be  less  time

consuming  to  deploy  automated  DEBSs,   manned  batt.Ie  sta-

tions  would  probably  not  be  deployed  immediately.     In-

stead,   once  a  nation  believe:3  ;i  s`|fficient  number  of

automated  DEBSs  had  been  deployed,   it  may  then  proceed

to  further  fortify  its  existing  battle.station  system
with  manned  battle  stations.

Should  DEBSs  be  deployed,   t.hey  would  be  vulnerable

to  counter~measures.     At  an  altitude  of  less  than  600

miles,   they  would  be  a  prime  target  of  the  Soviet  inter-

ceptor  satellite,   or  the  American  MHIV.     Yet,   should

the  battle  station  be  approached  by  such  ASAT  devices

it  vi7c>uld  seem  probable  the  battle  station.  would  detect

and  destroy  it.

Failing  to  destroy  the  battle  station,  the  alter-
native  would  be  to  negate  the  ef fectiveness  of  the

energy  beam.      Ir`.  an  ABM  mode,   the  energy  bear,1  would

have  to  deposit  approximately  i  kiJ.ojoule  of  energy

per  squar.e  cent.imeter  to  destroi/  the  booster  stage  of  a
ICBM..5    Destruction  of  the  booste.r  stage  wbuld  prohibit

the  possible  deplo}rment  by  the  ICBM  of  mar;  t-nan  one

warhead.     To  col.Inter  the  energy  beam  without  1~iampering

the  capability  of  the  ICBM,   the  missile  would  simply

need  to  be  1.otated  to  make  pen€.tration  by  I..he.  energy

5P`obinson,    "Bea.in  Weapclns  Technology  rJxpanding, "

p.   42.
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beam  more  difficult.     Another  way  to  negate  the  effec-

tiveness  of  an  energy  beam  would  foe  to  apply  a  coating

of  a  highly  ref I.ective  material  to  the  outer  skin  of

the  ITiissile,   o.r  a  coating  of  several  centimeters  of

cork  or  kevla.r  armor.6    Presunnably,   the  addition  of

armor  would  require  additional  rocket  power  to  launch

the  hardened  missile.     T`hus  the  benefit  of  ICBMs  would

be  maintained  at  a  higher  cost.

The  various  countermeasures  presented  for  ICBMs

wonld  also  be  applicable  to  satellites.     To  enhance

satellite  sectlrity,   it  would  be  necessary  to  redeploy

them  as  far  apart  and  at  the  highest  functioning  alti-

tude.     One  experiment  to  be  conducted  by  t.he  American

space  shuttle  will  be  the  testing  of  an  Inertia  Upper

Stage.     This  rocket  could  be  attached  to  an  already  de-

ployed  satellite  to  pzopel  it  irito  a  higher  orbit.
Should  the  satellite  be  a  prime  target,  the  DEBs  would

have  to  be  equippc:d  with  a  stroriger  energy  beam  or

redeployed  at  a  higher  altitude.

These  vdi-ioi.1.,s  count:ermeasurgs,   along  with  other

it.lore  specifiL`  olies  for  particle  Beam  and  laser  weapons,

tend  to  detract.  I.ron  tile  .opt.imum  performance  levels  of

a  DEW  s.ystem.     In  the  succee.ding  sections  of  this

chapter  a  more  detailecl  discussion  will  take  place  of

6Malcolm  W-allop,   "Opportunities  and  Impel-atives
of  Ballistic  Missile  Defense,"   (Fall  1979):     20.
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particle  beam  arid  laser  devices.     However,   it  must  be

emphasized  that  the  purpose  of  this  chapter-  is  to  dis-

cuss  particle  beam  and  laser  weapons®     Subsidiary

points  such  as  those  presented  in  Figure  1,   (i.e.,

pointer-tracker,   search  and  acquisition)   will  not  be
included  due  to  their.  highl.y  technical  nature.

Pa,.rticle. Beam  WeaDons    (PBWs)

Unlike  an  explosive  warhead  carried  in  a  "ponder-

ous"  vehicle  such  as  a  missile  or  an  artillery  shell,

a  PEW  transports  deadly  energy  to  a  target  through  the

use  of  kinetic  energy.7

As  each  particle  hits  its  target  it  loses
energy  pr.incipally  by  transferring  energy
to  the  e.-Lectrons  in  the  target  ir}  a  series
of  elastic  collisic>ns. that  I.eave  its  d.i-
rectior.  of  motion ..i.argely  undisturbed.
Eventua.1ly  the  energy  lost  in  the  mater5.al
manifests  itself  as  heat,  raising  the  ten-
perat.,ure  of  the  target  where  the  beam  hits
it.     If  the  number  of  particles  depositing
ei`.ergy  in  a  piece  of  matter  is  suf ficier.tly
large   (large  enough  for  the  rate  of  energy
deposition  to  be  higher  than  the  rate  at
which  the  material  ca.n  radiat.e  or  conduiit
heat  away) ,   the  temperature  could  rise  ijin-
til  the  part  of  the  target  sti.u.c!k  l}y  the
beam  either  melts  cjr  cracks  beccluse  of
thermal  stresses.     The  arriount  of  energy  each
particle  cleposits  ill.  the  i-.arget  deper.ds  cn
the  mass  and  energy  of  th-e.  particle,   tl-.ie

a::::i::  :£: ::.=:::i:St::€:I:fj :-I.`€h:h:a:::.::8

7snow,   p.   285.

8John  Parmentola  and  Kosta  Tsipis,   "Particle  Beam
Weapons, "   Scientifia  American   240 (April   1979):      55.
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A  single  PEW  would  have  the  ability-  to  engage  and  de-

stroy  multiple  targets  at  dif ferent`  1ocat.ions  whereas

one  nuclear  warhead  could  not.

To  propagate     a  particle  beam,   a  massive  amount  c)f

electronic  gadgetry  would  be  requ.ired.     By  far  the  most

important  single  componer.:t  would  be  the  beam.  generatc>r.

Consisting  of  a  particle  accelerator  arid  its  associat.ed

supply  of  electrical  power,  energy  storage  and  condi-

tioning,   the  beam  generator  is  the  source  of  the  energy

beam®9     Approximately,   6   times  10]-0   joules,   over  a  full

second,   would  be  re.quired  to  power   a  PEW.L°     Such  an

er`.ergy  requirement  is  within  the  lim.it.s  of  current.

technology.     However,  dne  to  the  physical  size  of  the

power  station  it  would  be  impossihie  to  transport  it
into  outer  space.

All  particle  beams  are  composed  of  charged  or  neu-

tral  particles®     Charged  particle  beams  are  composed  of

electrons  or  protons  whereas  a  neutra.i  beam  is  composed

of  neutrons.     Limitations  placed  on  PBW.s  by  technology

and  physics  dictate.  that  I.h.ey  would  be  useless  in  outer

space  for  three  reasons.

Fir,st,   the  basic  laws  of  physics  that  govern
the  in.otion  of  collections  of  charged  particles
in  space  forbid  the  unlimited  propagation  of

9U.   S.   Department  of  Defense,   F'act  Sheet:
Part.icle  Beam   (PB)   Ter,hnol®gy  P.rogram,    (Was}.iington,
D.   C.:      Govei-nme`nt  Printing   Office,1980)..   po   i.

1°wa|J.op,   p.   i8.
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a  charged  particle  beam  in  a  vac,uu]ri ....
The  second  constraint  wouJ.d  be  as   se].-ious'as  the  first.     Eac.h  particle  in  a  beaTr,  of
similarly  charged  particles  is  subject  to
I.epulsion  by  all  the  other  charged  parti-.
cles  in  I.he  beam.     rn  a  uniform  beam,  the
net  force  on  each  particle  is  radially
outward;   as  a  result  the  beam  tends  to
diverge  and  disperse  soon  after  it  leaves
the  exit  port  of  the  accelerator.    The
final  constraint.  is  that  the  charged  par-
ticles  are  deflected  by  the  Earth's  mag-
ne.tic  f ield  away  from  the  original
direction  by  an  am.onni:  that  is  inversely
proportional  to  the  momentum  of  the  par-
ticles  and  direct].y  proportional  to  the
strength  of  the  magnetic  field.     The  un-
certainity  in  the  amount  of  the  clef lec-
tion  of  a  charged-particle  beam  from  its
original  direction  would  be  proportional
to  the  uncertainty  of  the  strength  of  the
geomagn.etic  f ield  at  each  point  along  the
beam's  path.     Thus  if  the  field  could  be
known  with  an  accuracy  of ,   say,   one  part=
in  1,000,   the  uncertainity  in  the  amount
by  which  the  beam  could  be  clef lected
would  be  a  thousa.T`.dth  of  the  total`  de-
flection  c>f  the  beam.     Since  the  geomag-
netic  f ield  would  clef lect  a  .i.=Gev  electron
beam  by  i,000  kilometers  over  a  .range  of
1,000  kilometers,   the  uncertainty  in  the
position  of  the  beam  at  t.he  end  of  the
range  would  be  orie  kilometer®     That  would
preclude  aiming  the  beam  with  the  accuracy
:::::iEd  to  hit-  a  target  a  f ew meters

Given  these  limitations,   it  would  seem  most  unlikely

that  any'  charged  PEW  micjht  be  stationed  in  oi.it.er  space

in  the  near  future.

Furthermore,   this  would  seem  equally  true  for`  the

neut:ral   PB\'vTs a

A  rt.eutral  particle  beam  would  propagate  in
space  without  being  deflected  by  the  earth's
magnetic  field.     A  beam  of  neutral  hydrogen

||J.bid"   p®   4o.
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atoms,   for  examp].e  could  be  generatetl  by
f irst  accelerating  negatively  charged  hy-•drogen  ions  in  the  satellite's  accelerator
and  then  stripping  t,he  extra  electrons
f ron  the  atoms  by  passing  the  beam  through
a  rare  field  of  gas.     A.ssiuning  that  the
magnets  for  bending  and  focusing  the  orig-
inal  beam  of  charged  atoms  could  be  shield-
ed  from  the  geomagnetic  field,   a  neutral
hydrogen  beam  of  i-.his  type  would  spread
from  a  diameter  of  one  centimeter  at  the
exit  port  of  the  ac:celerator  to  a  diameter

::t:£s].T£Zers  at  a  distance  of  I,ooo  kilo_

The  expansion  of  the  neutral  particle  beam  is  coupled

with  a  decline  in  the  strength  of  energy  in  the  beam.

At  a  distance  of  i,000  kilometers,   t.he  in.tefisity  of  one

centimeter  of  the  beam  wQu,ld  be  two-thousandths  of  the

intensity  of  the  one  centimeter  at  the  poinc  of  origin.
From  the  limitations  plac!ed  on  I>BWs,   deployment  in

outer  space  would  be  an  unlikely  event  in  the  twentieth

century.

Laser  WeaponL±

Laser  is  an  acronym  derived  from  the  phrase,   light

amplication  by  stimulated  emissj.on  c)f  radiation.

Th.e  dif ference  between  laser  ].ight  and
light  f ron  normal  sources  in  everyday  use
is  as  follows:    normal  light  sources  uti-
iize  random  atomic  processes  with  little
regarcl.  to  the  behavior  of  those  atoms   (or
molecules)   surrounding  it.     Conversely,
lasers  unify  the  atoms  to  emit  their
latent  energy  "in  step"  or  "with  high
coherence."     'I'his  is  usually  accomplished
by  a  sort  of  domino  principle  in  v\7hich
an  energy  transition    in  the  f irst  atom

12|bido,   p.   56.
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stimulat.es  transitions  ir+  many  other  atomso
The  result  is  a  cascading  amplif ication  of
electromagnetic  energy  at  a  precise  wave-
length  which  can  be  made  unidirectiona.i
the  use  of  very  high  pre.cision  mirrors. lay

Not  until   1960  was  a  device  created  by  T.   H®   Maiman

that  propagated  a  laser  beam.L4    Within  two  years  of

this,   the  U.   a.  mi`litary  realizing  the  potential  of

such  a  discovery  demonst.rated  the  first  military  laser

range finder.L5    Since  its  earliest,  demonstration,   lasers

have  been  highly  regarded  by  the  American  military  due

to  their  high  degree  of  operating  precision.

Current  armaments  are  able  to  .i.nf lict  damage  k>y

exploding  thus  launching  debris  as  lethal  projectiles

or  by  creating  extreme  heat.     rl'herefc)re  most  weapo`nsf

especially  nuclear  weapons,  are  indiscriminate  in  their

destruction  of  a  target.
A  laser  accumulates  energy,  concentrates  it
into  an  extremely  powerful  beam  of  light,     .
and  aims  it  at  an  object.     Thus,   the  laser
creates  ext.,reme  heat  cn  the  object  by  trams-
ferring  energy  heat  from  the  source  of  the
laser  beam  to  the  surface  of  the  object,

:::::bgfm:i::`::r:.}i-ale  in  the  object  at  the

L3u.   s.   congress,   Senate,
Science,   and  Transportatior„

Committee   o}-i   Cc]mmei.Ce,
Laser  Research

cations.     96th  Cong„   2d   sess.,1980:     vii

ricana

and  Appli-

1`972   e`d.,    s.v®       "I.aser."

I-5U.   S.   Department  of  Defense,   ljaser  Research   (Low-
Energy}   Program  by  Dr.   George  Gamota,    (Washington,
D.   C.:     Government  Pi-inting  Office,   .1.979)   p.   2.

16snow,   p.   282.
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This  would  allow  a  laser  beam  to  destroy  a  single  tar-

get  that  might  be  surrounded  by  several  nonhostile  ob-

jects,  without  cansing  any  damage  to  the  surrounding
Objects.

Laser  devices  are  divided  in.to  two  groups;   high

energy  output  and  low  energy  output.     Low  energy  laser

(LEI,)   beams  are  propagated  by  devices  that  use  in.ore

than  1000  joules  per  pulse  or  have  power  levels  of  10

kilowatts  of  average  power.L7     High  energy  laser   (HEL)

devices  have  a  single  pulse  of  energy  of  at  least  30

kilojoules  or  an  average  power  output  of  at  least  20

kilowatts.     This  definition  would  dictate  that  the  1962

laser  range finder  be  classified  as  a  LEL  device.     At

the  same  time  a  HEI,  is  the  type  of  laser  device  that

would   be  used   in  a  ABM.-ASAT  mode.

High-eriergy  lasers  of I er  the.  potential  for
directed  energy  weapons  in  which  hostile
targets  are  disabled  or  "killed"  by  the
energy  in  the  beam.     The  beam  can  be"pulsed"  or  "continuous"  and  travels  at
the  speed  of  light.     Such  systems  reqaire
three  stressing  technology  compc)nents:
Very  high  power  laser  devices;   precision
mirrored
tracking £Etics;   a.I-a  precise  pointing  and

17u.   s.   congress,   S€i-:cltei
ALEE¥ications ,

i8Ibid.
p.4

I,aser  Researc..h  and
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In  Fig'ure  2,   a  schem,atic  diagram  is  presented  of  a  HEL,

the  type  of  which  might  be  used  on  a  DEBS  according  to

Dr.   J.   Richard  Airey.19

A  HEL  weapon  system  would  be  desirable  due  to  four

basic  features.

i)   Since  light  travels  at  186,300  miles  per
secc`nd,   if  a  laser-di.rected  lethal.  flux
could  be  made  to  impinge  upon  a  target,
the  need  for  "lead  time"  calculations  to
determine  the  point  of  aim  would  be  elim-
inated.     This  is  so,  because  it  takes
but  a  six-in.iliionth  of  a  second  I-or  a  laser
ligli.t  to  travel  one  mile  whereas
sonic  airp.i.ane  traveling  at  Mach
on.i.y  about  one-eighth  of  an  inch
interva,i ,

2)   Laser  beams  can  he  rapidly  progranrmied  to
select.ively  attack  individual  targets  with-
in  a  cluster  of  friendly  vehicles  and  can
be  expected  to  handle  numerous  targets
simultaneously  ari.d  omnidirectionally.

3)   Because  each  shot  of  laser  energy  requires
relatively  small  amounts  of  energy  to
generate  the  beam,   this  makes  numerous
sequential  shots  possible,  and

4)   Because  the  beam  is  steered  with  mirrors,
a  laser  beam  weapon  will  have  target.  ac-

3¥::iE6°n  P°tentials  in  all  fields  of
However,  as  was  stated  ir.  the  first  part  of  this  chap-

ter,  the  technica.i.  expertise  required  to  station  such

weapons  in  outei:.  Space  has  yet  to  be  perfected.

I-9u.   s.   Department  of  Defense,   I_!i_g_h___Ej?_fifgy _±SL±±

E9Esarch  P_.=ogran`  F_i  1980,   p.   18.
20Paul  A.   Chadwell,   "Directed  Energy  Weapons,"

}]ational  Defense,   November-December   1979,   p.   58.
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When,  and,   if  developed,   it  is  possible  that  laser

battle  stations  could  be -the  most  important -asset  in  a

nation's  arsenal.     Unlike.  a  nuclear  bomb,   laser  battle

stat.ions  could  not  af i-eat  the  population  of  a  city  when

u.c3ed  solely  as  an  exoatmospheric  weapon.     Hc>wever,   at

some  future  time,   they  xpay  be  perfected  and  used  from

outer  space  t.o  destroy -n`,ilitary  targets  on  Earth.

In  the .ideal  situation,  in -the  advent  of  a  nuclear

conf lict  a  HEL  battle  station  wc}uld

methodically  move  from  target  to  target
giving  all-azimuth  coverage;   focus  the
beam  cm -the  most  threatening  target;   hold
the  beam  on  the  selected  aimpoint  despite
the  target's  distance,   speed,   and  maneuver;

3:::it::::gfe:::2Earget  Skin  and  destroy  a
Yet  it  must  be  assumed  that  any  nation  which  see.s  its

nuclear  force  being  threatened  will  attempt.  to  harden

its  missiles'   susceptibility  to  laser  energy.

Pe_ployment  in  C)uter  Space

As  outer  space  would  be  the  most  favorable  medium

for  deploymenc  of  DEBSs,   HEL  weapons  would  seem  to  be

the  best  suited  DEW  for  use  on  a  battle  stat]'~on.     I-aser

technology  in  the  Soviet-  Union  and  the.  United  States  is

far  closer  to  bein.g  perfected  for  near  term  use  than  is

PEW  technology.     Also,   from  the  preceding  discussion  it

wou].d  seem  that  a  IIEL  weapon  would  be  more  af fective  in

2]U.   S.   Congress,   Senate,   I,asei-Research  and

±P-±|.ication±,   p.   2o
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outer  spa.ce  than  a  PEW.     In  this  section,   a  loc.k  will

be  taken  at  the  HEL  battle  staticin  and  its  deployme.nt

in  outer  space.

A  system  of  HEL  battle  stations,   like  any  weapon

system,  would  possess  both  positive  and  negative  fea-

tures.     In  the  Summer  1980  edition  of  the  Political

Science  Quar |eLE±][,   Donald  Snow  points  out  that  the
maximum  use  of  technology  requires  basing
lasers  ori  satellites  in  space.     The  basic
reason  for  this  is  that  although  a  laser
beam,   like  any  other  form  of  light  is  sub-
ject  to  diffusion  and  refraction  in  theatmosphere,  its  direction  and  intensity  is
not.  degraded  in  the  vacuum  of  space.     Frorr.`
this  Barry  Smernoff ,  along  with  others,
concludes  that  space  is  the  best  arena  to
launch.  poten.t   'photon  torpedoes'   towarcl• strategic  missiles  in  the  boost  phase  be-
cause  during  its  ascent  it  can  neither
achieve  maximum  speed  nor  alter  its  f ixed

:::i:::85.y  t°  Permit  ef fect±ve  evasive
Yet  as  Clarence  Robinson  noted  in  a  1980  edition  of

Aviat ion  Week   &   Space  Technology,

While  space  is  a  benign  environment  for
laser  weapons,   it  also  is  more  diffici-`lt
f ron  an  engineering  standpoint  because
the  system  must  be  remotely  controlled
through  a  ground  link  or  through  pre.arranged
logic.     Lasers  in  space  also  will  have  a
finite  lifetime  because  once  the  fue,1  is
expended  refueling  will  be  difficult,  if  not
impossible . 23

22snow,   pp.   283-284.

23C|arence  A.   P`obinson,   LTr.   and  Philip  `T.   Klass,
"Tec:`hnical  Survey:     Particle  Beams,   Laser  Weapons-2,"
Avi.ation  Week   &   Space  Technology   (August   4,1980):      59.
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Consequently,   the  United  States  is  considering  develop-

ment'cjf  a  disposable  nuclear  laser.     Such  a  HEL  battle

stat,ion  would  have  several  laser  projectors  each  of

which  would  acquire  a  target  independently  of  the  oth-

ers.     Once  this  was  accomplished  a  small  nuclear  device

would  be  detonated  to  create  the  energy  required  for

the  laser  beam.     This  explosion  would  insure  that  after

the  completion  of  the  engagements  the  battle  station

Would  be  destroyed.24

The  degree  of  ef fectiveness  of  any  EEL  battle  sta-

tion  system  viJill  be  determ.ined  by  a  combination  of

fac:tors;   the  type  of  orbit  used,  the  number  of  battle

stations  deployed,   the .number  of  beam  projectors  on

boar.-d  each  battle  station,  and  the  di.stance  the  energy

beam.  could  be  propagated.    When  the  I.echnical  require-

ments  have  been  achieved.  I.or  DEBSs,   the  designers  will

need  to  decide  what  type  of  orbit  will  be  used  for

these  platforms.    Most  probably,  either  a  polar  orbit
or  a  geostationary   (GEOSAT)   orbit  will  be  the  type

used.

A  polar  orbit  would  mean  the  ba`ttle  station  will

be  placed  in  an  elliptical  orbit  ti-ansversing  the  poles.

According  to  The  Washi±gLt~oLEL§±±E,   the  height  of  a.  po].ar

24c|arence  A.   RobiTison,   Jr.,   .'Advance  Made  on  High-
Energy  .T.aser, "  Aviatic>n  Week   &  Space  Technologyfu±|h±i_OLbe.(February  23 ,  lF8iiT--`2i=Zi
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orhit  for  a  DEBS  would  be  at  about  i,087  mi|eso25     |n  a

GEO,SAT  orbit,   the  satellite  would  be  in  a  I-ixed  rela-

tionship  with  a  point  ®n  the  Earth.

A  satellite  placed  in  this  orbit  lies  in  the
plane  of  the  equator  and  turns  about  the
pctlar  axis  of  the  Earth  in  the  same  direc-
tion  an
itself. 6Within  the  Same  period  as  the  Earth

Considering  this,   it  would  seem  the.t  a .GEOSAT  orbit

would  be  best  suited  for  th.e  deployment  of  DEBSs.     Such

an  o.rbit  would  pro`7.ide  a. 'means  of  positioning  these

weapon  platforms  over  ICBM  fields.     However  to  be

placed  in  such  an  orbit,  the  satellite  will  be  position-
ed  at  an  altitude  of  approximately  22,300  miles  above

the  earth's  equator.27    fl'o  provide  complete  coverage  of

all  American  and  Soviet  satellites  and  missiles,   a  zone

beginning  at  100  miles  above  the  Earth's  surface,   and

extending  to  60,000  miles  must  be.  covered.     One  laser

weapon  stationed  in  the  center  o±.  this  zone  could  not

provide  cover  to  the  extremities.    To  attain  such  cov-
erage,  more  than  one  tier  of  battle  stations  would  be

necessa.ry.

The  remain.ing  f actors  are  too  interrelated  for  any

nonscientif ic  theorization  to  be  given  too .much

25"Russian  Work  or`.   'Deatr.  Rays'   Stirs  U.   S.   Ef-
forts,"   The  W-ai-:hington  Star,   3  August  1980,   see.   a,
p.    J-.

26Gorove,   p.   445.

27wa|].op,   "oppor.tunit]..a.a,  and  lmperatitres  of
Bal].istic  Missile  Deferi.rje,"  p.19.
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credence.     For  example,   a  DHBS  at  an  .-iltit`dde  of   800

miles  and  an  energy  beam  with  an  ef fective  range  of

3,000  miles  cc)uld  cover  ten,  percent  of  the  Harth's  sur-

face  or  about  20  million  square  miles.     Thus  it  might

be  assumed  that  with  ten  DEBSs  the  entire  Earth's  sur-

f ace.  cou.1.d  be  covered  preventing  tl.1,e  detonation  of  ICBM

warheads  on  a  nationo     Yet-   a  DEBS   system.  with  each  sta-

t.i.on  des.troying  i ifteen  ICBMs  a  minute  would  only  de-

stroy  1800.     By  adding  several  beam  projectors  to'each

station  the  kill  rate  could  be  increased.    Therefore,

the  only  cert.ainty    here  is  that  the  more  laser  pro-

jectors  or  battle  stations  available,  the  more  missiles
can  be  negated  in  a  shorter  period  of  time.

Summary

Due  to  the  innovative  nat.ure  of  modern  t.echnology,

the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  are  attempting

to  develop  DEWs.     DEW  is  a  generic  term  which  encom-

passes  both  PBWs  and  Laser  weapons.      "Both.  IEiser  and

particle  beam  vlteapons  project  a  concentrate.d  beam  of
h.igh  energy...a  laser  produces  its  effects  through  a

light  wave,  while  a  particle  beam  projects  highly  ac.-

celerated  neutral  atomic  and  subatomic  particles  that

emit  .i.ntensive  ra.diation. "

The  ef fectiveness  o±-  such  energy  beams  will  be

determined  to  a  large  extent  by  the  environment  it  is

deployed  in..     C)n  Earth  such.  weapons  wouJ.d  be   limited
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by  atmospheric  conditions  and  their  statio.mary  nature.

In  outer  space,   DEWs  would  be  deployed  on  space.  plat-.

forms  called  directed  energy  battle  stations   (DEBSs) .

A  DEBS  would  have  a  wide  range  in  which  it  could  engage

targets  and  it  would  be  a  highly  mobiJ.e  weapon.     In

Figure  1,  a  representation  is  presented  of  the  elements

of  a  target  acquisition  system  as  it  might-.  appear  if  it

were  based  on  Earth.     In  outer  space,   sophi.sticated

communications  equipment  would  also  be  required,  wheth-.

er  the  DEBS  was  manned  or  automated.

All  particle  beams  are  composed  of  charged  or  neu-

tral  particles.    A  charged  particle  beam  is  composed  of

electrons  or  protons  whereas  a  neutral  beam  is  composed

of  neutrons.     Both  types  Qf  particle  beams  would  be  in-

ef fee.tive  in  outer  space  due  to  the  dispersion  of  ener-

gy  in  the  beams.     Laser  beams  may  well  prove  to  be  the
ideal  DEW  for  deployment  in  outer  space.     Like  particle

beams,  a  laser  beam  is  an  energy  beam  that  can  be  tar-

geted  with  high  precision.     Laser  devices  ai`e  also  di-
vided  .i.nto  two  groups:     high  energy  output  and  low

energy  output.     rligh  energy`  lasers`   (HELs)   are  the  type

of  laser  that  would  be  used  as  ABM-ASAT  weapons.     Laser

devic!es  require  three  techn.ological  components:     very

high  power  laser  devices;. precision  mirrored  optics;

and  precise  pointing  and  tracking.     In  Figui.e  2,  a

schematic  diagram  is  presented  of  a  HEL,  the  type  of

which  in.ight   be  used  on  a   DEBS.
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By-  f ar  the  most  favorable  rrledium  f c>r  deployment  of

DEBSs  is  outer  space.     The  degree  of  effectiveness  of

any  I]EL  battle  station  will  be  determined  by  a  combina-

tion  of  factors;   the  type  of  orbit  used,  t`ne  number  of

battle  stations  deployed,  the  number  of  beam  projectors

on  board  each  battle  station,  and  the  distance  the  en-

ergy  beam  can  be  propagated.    Most  probably,   either  a

polar  orbit  or  a  geostationary  orbit  will  be  the  type
used.     However,   the  remaining  factors  are  too  interre.-

1ated  for  any  nonscientific  theorization  tct  he  given  too

much  credence.    Unfortunately,  no  scientific  informa-

tion  is  available  in  the  public  domain  that  takes  into
account  the  interre.1ationship  of  these  factors.



CHAPTHR   IV

INTERNATIONAL   RAW   .REGARDING   DEWs

Minimum  PiJLblic   Order

FrorB tne  time  of  the  f irst  city-states  in  ancient

Greece,  mankind  has  attempted  to  proscribe  certain

rules  for  the  conduct  of  viJar.     This  body  of  interna-

tional  law  originate.s  from  treaties  and  conventions,

custom,  general  principles  of  law,   judicial  decisions,

and  writings  of  recogi`.ized  international  judicial  ex--

perts.    Ai-tic].e .38  of  the  Statute  of  the  Inte.rnational
Court  of  Justice  places  precedence  on  those  sources  in

this  part.icular  order.1    To  determine  the  legitimac.y

of  DEWs.,   international  law  originating  from  custom,   and

treaties  and  conventions  will  be  examined.    This  will

help  specify  what  potential  are.as  of  agreement  between

the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  might  be  used  to

bar  deployment.  of  DEWs  in  outer  spa,ce.

The  function  of  these  two  sources  of  incernation-
a.1  law,  treaties  and  conventions  and  custom,  as  well  as

Lunited  Nations,   Year-Book  of.  the  United
1946-i947    (Lake   `Success,   New  York:      Depar
FIIFIT€iHformatic)n,1947) ,   p.   847.
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the  other  three,  is  to  insul`e  and  strengthen  the  mini-

murn  pub].ic  order.

Initially  it  is  assumed  that  the  world  gen-
erally  exists  in  a  state  that.,  the  prominent
international  lega`1  scholar  Myres  MCDougal
refers  to  as  a ."n`inimum  public  order"  and
from  which  it  is  disadvantageous  to  devi.ate
except  in  so  far  as  such  depart.ure  is  in
pursuit  of . an -improved  or  optimum  world
public  order  system.     MCDougal,   LassweJ.i,   -
and  Vlasic  perceive  the  minimum  publ.ic  o±de.r

::e¥:n:::::=:¥a::n:::::t::n:]±e§:i::=;::s of
minimum  order,   so .painfully  and  tentative].y
established  for  the  earth  arena  in  recent
tiines  by  the  United  Nations  Charter .and
other  authoritative  expressions,  would  thus
appear  no  less  indispensable,   in  aJ.i  its

::=::±:Sa::a::::;.±n  man' S  newer,  expanding

International  law  embodies  the  conc`epi:.of  "inini-

mum  public  ordel-."  to  t`he  exte-nt  that  it  attempts  to

decrease  the  chance  of  war,  and,   ir`.  a  war-,  to  protect

civilian  populations.     Consequently  to  insui-e  the  min--

imum  public  order  nations  have  attempted  to  c:reate

standa.rds  of  conduct  for  the  international  community.

These  standards  are  set  forth  ir.  international  law.
As  international  law  is  based  upon  previously  accept-

ed  fact  as  seen  in  custom,  and  treaties  and  conventions

it  does  not  insure  that  a  new  type  of  weapon  is  a

legal  tool  of  war.    Anthony  Fe§sler,  current  head  of

the  U.   S.   Security `As.sistance  Branch  for  t}-ie  Interna-

tional  Law  Divisior.  of  the  Navy  Judge  Advocate  Gen-eral,

2E.   .zinthony  Fe
Juridical  Analytiis,
I-979),    p.    31

ssler ,  'Direr=ted~E`nergy -Wea.pons
(New  Yoi-k:      Praeger  PtEbl`5.shers,

A
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points  out  in  Directed=Eiergy  Tr.'e.a:PL2PE A  Juridical

Analysi_s_,   that  to  determine  the  legaJ.ity  of  a  new  weap-
or.,   its  operation  must  be  con`.pared  to  that  of  existing

weapons.     Then,   should  the  use  of  the  ex.isti-ng  weapon

be  restricted  by  treaty,  one  can  conclude  that  the  ne.w

weapon  would  also  be  restricted.3

In  dei:ermining  the  legality  of  DEvi=.,  certain  in-

herent  characteristics  must  be  rest.cl.ted.    Ii'irst,   these

weapons  would  opera.te  in  outer  space  to  insure  the

least  amount  of  degradatiori  to  the  energy  beam.     Also

in  outer  space,   DEWs  wotild  `be  hig-nly  mobile  thus  a.i.low-

ing  for  very  efficient  redeployment.     Next,   such  weap-

ons  would  serve .as  a  means  of  negating  unfrie.n.diy

satellites  and  ICBMs.     "`iird,   to  achieve  sufficient

power  output  for  DEWs,   some  form  of  a  nuc`lear  device

would  most  probably  be  employed.     And  finally..   a  DEW

system  would  destroy  its  target  throtigh  the  use  of  a

HEL  device.     Such  a  laser  device  would  negate  a  target

by  melting  or  burning  a  hole  in  it  and  destroying  some

vita~l  component.

Custom

Since  1945,   one  so.jirce  of  Gust.oma.ry  international

law  has  been  resoli.1tions  of  the  United  Nations..     The

degree  to  which  such  resolutior`.s  a`r€j  regarded  as

3|bido,   pp.103-104.
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ii`.ternational  law  is  determined  by  the  `.'otcs  in  favor

of  it.     The  more  vote,a  in  favor  of  i.t.  from.  a  wider

range  of  governments,   the  stronger  it  will  be  perceivecl

as  international  law.     Hence.,   this  is  the  basis  of  the

statement  by  Leonard  Meek,-former  Deputy  Legal  Advi-sor

for  the  U.   S.   Department  of  State,   that  "when  a  General

Assembly  resolution  proclaims  principles  of  interna-

tional  law. . .and  was  adopted  unan.tLmously,   it  represents

the  law  generally  accepted  in  the  international  colrmun-

ity."4    The  fc>undation  of  space  law  in  the  twentieth

century  originate-s  in  United  Nation  resol`.itions.

United  Nations'   Reso].ution  1884   (XVIII) ,

tional  co-operation  in the  peaceful uses  of

Interna-
Outer

gg£±±±,  was  trT.e  f irst  resolution  of  that  body  to  attempt
to  preserve  outer  space  as  a  peaceful  envirorment.     In

th.is  resolution  of  1963,   the  SoT7iet  Union  and  the

United  States  expressed  their  intention  "not  to  station
in  outer  space  any  objects  carrying  nuclear  weapons  or

other  kinds  of  weapons  c)I.  mass  destruction.-"5    This

treaty  does  not  expound  upon  what  is  meant  by-  the

phrase  nuclear  weapons  or  other  kinds  of' weapons  of
mass  destruc.tion.    One's  first  conclusion  is  that  all

nuclear  weapons  are  weapons  of mass  destI.uction.

4Ib.id.,   p.   44.

5United  Natibns,   General  Asse.mbly.,   i8th  Se:sion,
17   0c:tober   1963,
Peaceful  uses  of 6TUTelFi5lE€ta7   (18841

International  co-o_pLiration  ±E+hL±
XVII-I',   p.13
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IIowever,   in  the  l980s  it  must  be  noted -that.  not'  all

nuc:lear  weapons  are  weapons  of  mass  des.truction.     As  an

example,   ourrerit'  Soviet  and  Ali.ierican  arsenals  include

wars.hips  powered  by  nuclear  reactors.     Under  a  strict

interpretation  of  the  te±m  nuclear  weapon,  one  could

cT,onclud6  they  are  n-uclea.r  weaporis.

The,  equating  of  nuclear  weapons. with  weapons  of

mass  destruction  indicates  the  v.Jriters  preferred  a  much

more  limited  definition.     In  a  U.  N.   resolution  to  the

Commission  for  Conventional  Armaments  dated  August  12,

194.8,   definitions  were  of.fered  for  these  terms.

The  resolution  clef ined  weapons  of  r[`ass  de-
struction  as   'atomic  explosive  weapons,   radio-
ac:tive  material  weapons,   lethal  chemica:L  and
biological .weapons  and  any  weapons  deve io_p£.d_in  the  future  which  have  characteristics  com-

EEElcTEE5F ef f eat  top3E±±stidL¥atc>miaHH or  other  weapons
those  of  the

mentioned  above. '
Some  degree  of  continued  UN  support  for  this
definitionai -`concept  is  evid.enced  by  the
specif ic  reaf firmation  contained  in  General
Assemb.i.y   848   (XXXII) ,   adopted   in  December
1977.     This  resolution  recognizes  the  prob-
lem  of  adapting  the  defihit.ion  of  1948  to
innovative  weaponry.     The  resolution-. recog-
nizes   't'nat  new  weapons  might  be  evolved  on
the. basis  of  scient.if ic.  principles  other  than
those  used  in  the  weapons  named  in  the  1948
de±.inition  of  we`aptJlis  of  massT>  destruction .... '
However,   although  only  Albania  voted  ag.ainst
the  pro.posal,   the  SocialisE  bloc  -states  and  a
number.  of.  third  worJ.d  countries  chose  .to
abstain.6

The  reason  for  those  votes  v7as  tl-iat  the  definition  was   - -  -

too  open  ended,   thus  weapons  were  not .being-considered
__            ____i_  _  _   -i  __     __  _  __     _-___-_-_    _       __I-__  -_   _

6Fessler,   pp.   54-55®
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separately  but  ra.ther  as  a  group.     One  problem.  with

this  definition  can  be  d.emonstrated  with  DEWs.     If  a

DEBS  deployed  in  outer  space  was  to  negate  anlcBM  pass-

ing  through  outer  space,  it  would  not  he  classified  as

a  weapon  of  mass  destruction.     Yet,   if  the  same  DEBS

were  to  destroy  a  dam  and  the  water  from  it  destroyed

a  city  and  caused  great  loss  of  huma.n  li.fe,   it  would

certainly  be  classif ied  as  a  weapon  of  mass  destruc-

tion ,
Perhaps  the  most  important  of  the  General  Assembly

resolutions  was  .1.962   (XVIII)

of  I]ega.i  PrincJ..pl.es  Governir

entitled,  The  Declaration

the  Act.ivities  of  States
j.n  the  Exploration  and  Use  of  Outer Space.     Enacted  on

December  13,   1963,   this  resolution  is  regarded  by  some

as  the  "magma  car-ta"  of  an  international  legal  regime

for  outer  space.7    This  resolution  does  not.  deal  witr`.

the  concept  of  DEWs.     But  in  part  four  of  that  resol-

1utj.on,  it  does  state  that
the  act.ivities  of  States  in  the  exploration
and  use  of  outer  space  shall  be  carried  on
in  accordance  with  inte.rnational  law,   .in-
eluding  the  Charter  c±.  the  United  lN-ations,
in  the  interest  of  maintaining  internal-.ion-
al  peace  and  seeurit}'  and  promoting  inter-
national  cooper.:ition  .>^nd  understariding. 8

7Fessler,   p.   43.

8United  Nations,   Generdi].  Assembly,   18th  Session,
13   December   1963,   Dec±±±±t.ion  of  lieg_a:i£LrL±±±SGoverning  the  ActivitiTT-and  Use  of

-6Hei
Sjp9.€

iples
==o-jf~.£tatesi-n=EEirLEELEEL¥)|orT¥tic>n

iIVIII) ,   p'   15
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T'he  key  phrase  here  is  maintaining  internationa-J.  peace

and  security  and  promoting  international  coopei-a.tion

and  underst.anding.     By  deploying  DEBSs,   a  nation  ccjuld

not.  enhance  or  maintain  the  ide.a  of  this  phrase.     In-

deed,   even  MCDougal's  state  of  minimum  public  order

would  be  cha.Ilenged,   for  if  anything,   deployment,  of

DEBSs  wil].  increase  Bast-West  distrust.9

The  rel.i.ability  of  these  early  L'.   N.   resolutions

as  a  basis  for  prohibiting  DEWs  is  questionable.     As

Anthony  Fessler  points  out,

the  ambiguity  and  absence  of  credible
sanctioning  mechanisms  eliminates  these
early  UN  resolutions  as  a  persuasive
institutional  basis  upon  which  claims
to  arms  control  may-be  founded.     These
c:oncepts  are  poe.rly  suited  to  the  demand-

:::p:::; :: :::t:::::::p:::O:,:::::lo
Although  poorly  suited,  U.  N.   resolutions  do  serve  as  a

basis  upon  which  ITiore  meaningful  agreements  can  be

founded.     For  example,   The  Declaration  of  Legal  Prim-

ciples  Governing  t,h€  Activities  of-States  in  the  Ex-.

ion  and  Use  of  outer.  Space,   was  to  ser`v'e  as  the

foundation  upon  which  t`he  "Treaty  on  Principles  Govern-

ing  the  Activities  of  States  in  the  Exploration  and  LTse

of  Outer  Space,   Including  the  a;'loon  and  Other  Celestial

Bodies"  was  created.

9A  further  explanation  of  th.-.Ls  will  be  provided  in
Chapter   5®

LOFess|er,   p.   45.
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No  U.  N.  resolution  has  dealt  directly  with  the

topic  of  DEWs.     However,

General  Assembly  Resolutions   3479   (XXX)   of
December   11,   1975   and   76    (XXXI)   of   December
10,   1976,   requested  the  UN  Conf-erence  of
the  Committee  on  D.isarmament  to  deve.i.op  an
agreement  on  the  prohibition  c)f  the  devel.-
opment  and  manufacture  of  new  types  of
weapons  of  mass  destruction  and  new  systems
of  weapons.1l

Therefore  measures  a.re  being  taken  that  might  prohibit

DEWs.     However,   to  assure  the  continuance  of  outer

space  as  a  nonmilitarized  zone,   it  would  be  more  bene-

f icial  if  an  agreement  was  reached  on  DEWs  by  t.he  Sow--

let  Union  and  the  United  States.

and  ConventionsTreaties
Interria.tional  law,  as  rela.tip.g  to  outer  space,  is

based  primari.1.y  upon  the  provisions  o.f  the  "Treaty  on

Principles  Governing  the  Activities  of  States  in  the
Exploration  and  tJ'se  of  Outer  Space,   Including  the  Moon

and  Other  Celestial  Bodies"   (rT.erein  referred  to  as  the

Outer  Space  I.reaty).     As  of  1978,ilo  nations,   includ-

ing  the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States,  were  party

to  this  trea.ty.]2    The  legal  natui-e  of  outer  spa.ce  i§

±[I'essler,  p.   142.

L2u.   s. ,   Arms  Control  and  Disarmament  Agencyi   Aj=PE!
Control  and  Disarmament  Agreements,  -198-0  -Edition,     -"Treaty  on  Principles  Governing  the  Activities  of
States  in  the  Exploration  and  Use  of  Outer  Space,   In-
c].uding  the  Moon  and  Other  Celestial  Bctdies,"
August  1980.   .
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set.  forth  in  Articles  I,   Ir.,   Ill,  and  IV  of  this  trea~

t,y.   .Of  th.ese,  Article  Ill  reemphasizes  the  phrase

found  in  U.   N®   Resolution.  1962   (XVIII) ,  maintaining  in-

t.ernational  peace  and  security  and  promoting  interna-

tional  cooperation  and  understanding.

...states  parties  to  this  treaty  sha.u  carl-y
on  activities  in  the  exploration  and  use  of
outer  space. . .in  the  interest  of  maintaining
international  peace  and  security  and  promot-
ing  international  cooperation  and  under-
standing.-l-3

Therefore,  this  phrase  must  have  heen  very  important  to

the  negotiators  of  the  two  major  powers.     However,

there  is  no  available  interpretatior`.  as  to  what  it
meant.     In  general,   one  could  assume  the  meanir`.g  to  be

that  the  minimum  public  order  would  be  adfy-anced  espe-

cially  as  it  might  involve  Soviet-An`erican  relations.
'I`hroughout  the  Outer  Space  Treaty,   the  words

"peace,"   ''peaceful  purposes,"  and  "peaceful  uses,"  are

prominently  displayed.     Th.i.s  would  indicate  that  outer
space  would  not  be  associated  with  any`  aggressive  ac-

tion.     Ip.deed,  as  Fessler  sta.tes,

...The  Soviet  bloc  position,  as  interpreted
through  the  Foci.alis!t  dialect  of  peacef'cl  co-
ex.istence  maintained  this  language  .was  syn-
onymous  with  norrmilitaly ....     The  Soviets
argued  that  u!`der  a  cc}r.Teat.  interpi-etatic)n
bf  peaceful  pul.poses,  all  military  use  of
outer  space,  particularly  the  use  of  near

;§=ie±f%g:::£Enaissance  satellites  was  ±}2E9

13Ibid.

14Fessler,   p.   49.
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However,-the  position.  of  the  United  States  was  more  re-

strictive  on  the  use  o±-  these  words.

Paul  G.   Demblin,   a  member  of   the  U.   S.   dele-
gat.ion  to  the  Legal   Sub-Cormittee  of  COPUOS
(Committee  on  the  Peaceful  Uses  of  outei-
Space) ,   reiterated  the  U.   S.   interbretation,
noting  that  one   'might  conclude  that  any  use
of  outer  space  must  be  restL:ricted  to  nan-
aggressive .purposes  in  view  of  Article  Ill,
whic'n  makes  applicable  internatior}al  law,
includi
Nations

nq5the  Charter  of  the  United

The  Soviet  position  to  P7EWs  would  prc>hibit  their  deploy-

ment.     Yet  the  American  position  would  allow  their  de-

ployment  as  long  as  they.were  not  used.

The  strc}ngest  case  against  DEWS  in  the;`  Outer  Space

Treaty  is  that  presented  in  Article  IV.     Here,  one

f inas  t.he  statement  t.hat

St.ates  .Par.-ties  to .the  Tre&ty  undertake  not
to  place  ir.  orbit  around  the  Ear.th  any  ob-
jects  carrying  nuclear  weapons  oi~  any  other
kinds  of  weapons  of  mass  destruction,   in-
stall  such  weapons  on  celestial  bodies,  or

::::±Ofa:::=.¥8apons  ±n  Outer  Space  ±n  any

Again -there  arises-  the  question  as  to  what  is  a  nuclear

weapon.    Physics  would  dictate  that  it  is  a  device

which  destroys  objects  throug-h  the  nse  of  nuclear  fis-

sion  or  nuclear  fussion.     If  t-his  is  accepted  ass  a

legal  definition  then' the  deployment--of  the  American

disposable  nuc.Iear  laser  would  be  prohibit-.ed.     However

15Fessler,  p.   50.

L6"Treaty  on  Principles  Cover,ming  the  Activities  of
States  in  the  Exploration  and  Use  of  O.dter  Space,   In-
clt}ding  the  Moon  and  Other  Celestial  .Bodies."
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the  intention  of  this  treaty  is  vague  upon  this  point.

Considering  the  circumstances  under  which  it  was  writ-   T

ten,  one  must  conclude  th.at  the  writers  were  concerned

with  the .damage  a  nuclear  explosion  would  cause,   not

how  it  might  be  used  to  pc>wer  a  weapon.

Basing  _a  decision  on  _the _Outer  Space  Treaty,   how-

ever  is  not  that  reliable.     Instead,  a  more  reliable

case  against  DEWs  can  be  made  by  use  of  th,e   "Treaty

Banning  Nuclear  Weapon  Tests  in  the  Atmosphe.re,   In

Outer  Space  and  Under  Water."    According  to  the  treaty-,

the  Soviet.  Union  and  the  United  States  agree

to  prohibit,  to  prevent,  and  not  to  carry
out  any  nuclear  weapon  test  explosion,   or•     othe,r  nuclear  explosion,  at  any  place,  under
its  juris.diction  or  controli     (a)   in  the

:::::p:,;::::]Peyond  its  limits,    including
Consequentl|7,   any  DEW  tha-t  depended  on  a  nuclear  ex--

plosic)n  for  power  might  be  prohibited  by  this  treaty.
Due  to  the  vague  language  of  this  treaty,   such  a  diag-

nosis  is  c?pen  to  interpretation.

The  Outer  Space  T'reaty  was  followed  in  1972  by  the
"Limitation  of  AntiTBailistic  Missi.Ie  Sy-stems  Treaty"

(commonly  referred  to_as  the  ABM  Treaty).        "The  ex-

pressed  purpose  of  this  treaty  was  to  leave  unchalleng-
ed  each  participant's  penetration  capabil.i.ty  of  the

U.   S.   Arms  Contro.i  and  Disarmament  Agency,   AL=E=
Control  and  Disarmament  Agreements,   1980  Edition,

B--:-ri-n-ira?--iv-u-c lear  weapari--s---T-e-sts   in   the  Atmosphere ,ttT'reaty
In  Outer  Space  and  Under  Water,"  August  i980.
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other's  retaliatory  missile  forces."[8    Uncle.r  the  terms

of  the  ABM  Treaty,   the  S()viet  Union  and  the  United       -

States  agreed  that  they.  will  deploy  no  more  than  two

ABM  systems;  one  to  protect  the  national  capital,   the

other  to  protect  it.a  ICBM  fields.

Article  I  of  the  ABM  Treaty  clearly  forbids  the

deployment.  of  any  other  ABM  system.L9     Unlike  the  U.   N.

resolutions  and  the  Outer  S_pace  Treaty  which  do  not  d-e-

fine  terms,   the  ABM  Treaty  does. .   According  to  the  ABM

Preaty,  --an

ABM  system.is  a  system  to  counter  strategic
ballistic  missiles  or  their  elements  in
flight  trajectory,  currently  consisting  of
i:tn:E.gr::?::i:?t::Mm±:3::::£6. . (b)  ABM

Yet  this  definition  does  not  restrict  teclinology  to  one
time  period.     Instead,   t.I,e  phrase  "currently  consisting

of "  indicates  that  this  was  designed  to  provide  a  non-

binding  comparison  for  innova.tive  ABM  systems.     Should

technology  perfect    a  more  viable  system  to  substitute
for  a .current  one  at  some  point   (i..e„  ABM  interceptc>r

missiles,   ABM  launchers,   and  ABM  radars) ,   then  it  ',.7ould

seem  the-new  system  would  be  equally  prohibited  by  the

18Fessler,   p.   67

L9u.   S.   De.pf*rtment  cf  State,   United  States  Treaties
and  Other  Internatior`.al Agreements,   vo.i...   23, p9.   4'"1imitati.on  of  Anti-Ballistic  Mi.ssile  Systems,"  TIAS
A?o.    7503,    26   May   1972.

20Fess|er,   p.   67.
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ABM  Treaty.     Thus  a  DEW  system  would  be  prcj`hibited.

According  to  the  Snow  article,   ''I..asers,   Char-ged-

Pa.rticle  Beams,   and  the  Strategic,  Future,"  DEW  ballis~

tic  missile  defenses  are  not  technically  ABMs,   but  as

Newhouse  points  out,   it  was  clearly  the  intent  of  the

negotiators  to  ban  these  kinds  of  weapons®2L

In  Article  V  of  the  ABM  Treaty,  each  part  agrees

not  to  develop,   test,  or  deploy  ABM  systems  or  com-

ponerits  which  are  sea-ibased,   air-based,   space-based  or
mobile   land-based.22     The  1982  U.   S.   Arms  Control   Im~

pact  Statement  defines  the  term  "development"
as  used  in  the  ARM  T.reaty,   as  follows:     The
obligation  not  to  develop  such  systems,  de-
vices  or  warheads  would  be  applicable  only
to  that  stage  of  developement  which  follc>ws
.i.aboratory  development  contained  in  the.
deveJ.ppment  process  where  field  testing  is
initiated  on  either  a  prototype  or  bread-
board  model.      (As  provided  by  Ambassad(,?r
Gera.I`d  Smith  to  the  Senate  Armed  I-orces  Com-

¥±::::o:u:±n:h:t:Bfe,:,=::Ey:98§ern±ng  rat±..  .

Rese.arch  into  DEW  technology  would  not  be  forbidden.

Yet  t.heir  de.ployment  in  outer  space  would  be  prohibit-

ed.

T.`he  other  possible  use  of  a  DF,W  system  is  as  an

ASAT  weapon.     Artie.i.e  XII  of  this  treaty  forbids  inter-

fere3ice  by  a  party  to  this  treaty  with  "the  national

2lsnow,   p.   291.

22"I,imitation  of  Anti-Ballistic  Missi].e  Systemso"

23chadwell,   p.   393.
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technical  mea.ns  of  verific.ation  of  the  other  party."24

Although  not  defined,   the  riatiol-ial  technic,;al  means  are

rega.rd.ed  as  reconnaissanc.e  sat.ellites.     Therefore,   the

use  of  DEWs  against  satellites  would  be  in.violation  of

the  ABM  Treaty.

A  standing  Consultative  Commission  is. created

under  Article  XIII  .of  tl`.e  ABM  Treaty,   to  "consider

questions  c6ncerning  compliance  with  the  obligations
assumed  and  i.elated  situat.ion:  -which  may  be  considered

ambiguous."25     It  v7cjrild  be  w-ithin  the  jurisdiction  of

this  committee  to- rule  upon  th-e  legalit}  of  a.  DEW  sy-

stem.     Failing  to  secure  a  fa-vorable-verdict  from  the

committee,   it  is  within.  the .sov.ereign  r`ight  of  each -

Party,  under  Article  XV,   to,  after  giving  six  months

notice  and  explanation  why,  withdraw  from  it.26    |f  it

were  state-d  that  the  potential  of  DEWs  was  the  reason

for  withdrawal  then  this  explanation  would  be  condemned

as  an  act  which  is  a  prelude  to  war.27

Under  the  terms  of  the  ABM  Treaty,   a  reviewal  of

it  mii.st  t.ake  place  every  five  years.     The  r,ext  reviewal  -

session  is  scheduled  in-198.2.     In  an  art.i.cle  in  The

24w|.imitation  of  Anti-Ballistic  Missile  Systems. "

25Ibid.

26Ibid.

27This  c.oncept  is  discussed  in.  more  detail.  in
Chapter  5.
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Christian  Science  lvi.onii=or,   U.   S.   Senator-Peter  V.

Domenici  is  quc)ted  as  saying,   "the  United  States...

a.hould  seriously  consider-whether  to  continue  as  a

signatory  to  the  1972  ARM  Treaty."28     Cancellation  o±-

this  treaty  wc>uld  eliminate  a  major  bari-ier  to  the

deployment  cf  DEBSs.     Ai=cL`ording  to.  British  Ai_r  V-ice-

Marshal   S.   W.   8.   Menaul,

(direct.ed  energy`weapons)   are  a  subject  of
the  utmost  importance  and  one-that  Wil.1.
occupy  the  attention  of  both  the  United
States  and  the  Soviet  Union  for  years  to

:?I:eAgfaa:::::yt::x:uS::::28f  the  review of
One  must  then  assume  that  the-ABM. Treaty,   in  its  pre-

sent  state,   is  incapable-o-f  restraining  the  -development

of  DELJs.     iet-.  it.  does  possess  certain  characteristics

that  may  bar  their  actual  deployment.

The  ABM  Treaty  was  further  qualified  by  I.he  1972
''Interim  Agreement  Between  the  United  States  of  America

and  the  Union  of  Soviet  Socialist  Republics  on  Certa.in

Measure  with  R.espect  to  the  limitation  of  Strategic

Offensive  Arms  with  Protocol"     (herein  referred  to  as

the  Protocol) ®     The  Protocol  attempts  to  provide  a  nar-

rower  interpr.etation  of  future  AB.M  systems.     This  bi--

lateral.  interpretation  states  t.hat

28"study  finds  defense  against  missiles  carl  be
cheap,   safe."
1980,   p.   10.

The  Christiari  Science  Monitc)r,   9  June

29S.   w.   a.   Menaul,   Letter  from  British  Air  Vice-
Marshal,   September  28,   19S1.
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in  order  to  insure  fulf illment..  Qf  the  ob-
.-Ligation  rlot  to  depi.oy  ABM  systems   and
t,heir  components  e,xcept  as  provided  in
Ai.ticle  Ill  of  the   (..ABM)   Treaty;   the
Parties  agree  that  in  the  event  ABM  sy-
stems  based  on  other  physical  principles
arid  including  components  capable  of  sub-
scituting  for  ABM  interceptor  missiles,
ABM  launchers,   or  ABM  radars  are  created
in  the  future,  specific  limitations  on  such
systems  and  their  components  wc)uld  be  sub-
je.ct  to  discussion  in  accordance  with
`£::£c£=:±¥::[x:3do:g==:in:::a:;.§8cordance

Consequently,   for  DEWs  to  ctfficially  become  an  ABM  sy-

stem,   it  would  need  to  be  cleclared  as  such  by  the

Standing  Consultative  Committee  for  the  ABM  Treaty,   and

at  the  treaty's  reviewal  be  declared  an  ABM  weapon  sy-

stem  by  the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States.

Even  without  being  declared  an  ABM  weapon  system,

an  attack  on  a  i-econnaissance  satellite  by  a  DF.W  would

be  a  violation  of  the  protocol  of  SAIT  I:.     Therefore,

even  though  deploim\ent  in  outer  space  would.  be  prohilt-

ited,   fc}r  llEWs  to  be  used  to  their  maximum  potential  a

nation  must  first  withdraw  from  SALT  I.

The  legal  frame.work  't7hich  has  been  exam.i.ned  does

not  provide,  a  suf f icier.t  barrie.r  to  prohibit  the  de-

ployment  of  DEWs  in  outer  space.     To  bar  suc:h  active

military  devices  from  outer  space,   the  Soviet  Union  and

the  Unit.ed  States  would  need  to  enter  upon  negotiations

either-  to  prc)hibit  DEWs.,   or  to  ban  the  use  of  all  ABM

and  ASAT  devices.

3°Fessler,   pp.   70-71„
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Banning  DEj±

As  stated,   agreement  between  the  Soviet  Union  and.

the  United  Star.es  during  .the  1982  reviewal  of  the  ABM

Treaty  couJ.d  res.ult  in. th.e  classifj-.cation  of  DEWs  sy-

stems  as  ABM.  systems.     Therefore,   the  primary  purpose

of  DEWs  would  cease  to  exist;     Elowever,   the  ASAT  role

of.  such  weapons  would  remain.     Effective  restrictions

on  DEWs  cap.be  a.chieved  only  through  one  of  two  pi-o-

cesses;   banning  the  deployment  of  directed  energy  de-

vice.s  or  by  a  series  of .treaties  banning  the-

const-,ruction  and  de.ployment  of .ABM  and  ASAT  devices.

By  adopting  an  across  the  board  ban  on  the  con-

str`Jiction  and  deployment  of  DEW®s  then  some  -restraint  -

could  be  provided.     But.  according  to  James  Pope,   Pub-

lie  Affail`s  Adviser  of  the  U.   S.  Arms  Control  and

Disarmament  Agerrey,--"qirected  energy  weapons  are  not

the  subject  of  any  arms  control  negotiations."3L    This

lack  of  negotiations,   according  t.o  Donald  Snow,   is  due

to  three  interi~elated  influences:    the  general  nat.ure

of  t-.he   technologica]..p-rocess3  in  th.e  deveJ.opment-of

stfategic-weapons;   the  kl}o.h7ledLge  of   Soviet  engagement

• in  similar  programs;  and  the  difficulty  of  monitoring

arms-control  limitations.32    However,   an  equally

31]ames  M.   Pope,   Letter  frolrl  the  Pijbiic-Affairs
Adviser  of  the  U.   S.   Arms  Control  and  Disailriament
Agency,   April   23,1981.

32snow,   p.   279.
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plausi.ble  a.i.gtrment  i=  th.at,  strateg.ic  theorists  see-

great  promise  for  DEWs  and  therefore  wish  to  continue
research  into  DEW  technology.     Should  the  technology

prove`  ineffect.ive,   as  did  ABM  technology  in  the  1970's,

then  the  limitation  of  such  weapons  would  }3e  agreeable

to  -Doth-powers.

The  Soviet  Union  and .the  United  States  are  begin-

r.t.ing  to  explore  the  limitation  of  ASAT  weapon  syste.ms.

Ir.  March  1977,   agreement-was  reached  to
establish  several  U.   S.-Soviet  v.7orkir`.g
groups  to  consider  a  variety  of  arms  con. -
trol  topics  including  ASAT.     In  June  1978,
the  United  States  and  the  Sov-iet  Union
Delegations  met  in  Helsinki,  Finland  for
initial  d.i.scussions  c}f  anti-satellite
matters.     The  fir.c`,t  session  was  prelimi-
nary  in  nature  and  devoted  to  discussion
cf  the  scope  of  a  possible  agreement ....rJtwo  subse.q.uent  rot2nds  of  ASAT  talks  were
held  in  Bern,   Switzerland  from  January
23  to  February  16,   1979  and  in  Vienri.a,
Austria  from  April  23  to  June  17,   1979.33

To  regulate.  DEWs  through  an  ASAT  agreement.,   it  would

also  be  necessary  to  regulate  the  Soviet  interceptor
sateJ.Iite  and  the  American  MHIV.-     The  purpose  of  the

ASAT  negotiatic)ns,   accordi]|.g  to  the U.   S.   Arms  Contro

3±i.Ezi£±LaL=eLamLS±±Lt_LE9±9.0._,AnL±±_qlFSP9±± f     `
is  tci  prevent  an  arms  -r-ace  in .space,-to-
avoid  a  destabilizing  threat  to  strategic
warning  systems,   and  to  miniwize  the
threat  to  our  own  and  our  aJ.Iies'   free-
don  to  operate  in  space.     An  ASAT  agree-
ment  could  supplenent  earlier  arms  control
agreements,   for  example  by  F,pecifically

33u.   s.   Arms  control  and  Disarmament  Agencyt   ArLEE
Control  Report,   Tv.'entieth -Annual   Report.  -_
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prohibiting  attacks  on  sat.ellites,  and  by
£,:::i:g  ::;:i::s°±`o:h:t:::±i.:8  ::€e€:!±:¥:34

However,  it  is  questionable  if  the  interna.tional  cli-

mate  is  ready  to  produce  fruitful  negotiations.     In

Chapter  2,   the  concept  of  the  People's  Republic  of

China  orbiting  an  ASAT  device  or  nuclear-  weapon.s  was  -

briefly  explored.     If  the  People's  Reptiblic  of.China

were  to  become  a  party  to  the  196.7  Outer  Space  Treaty,

then  one  possible  use  of  the  Soviet  interceptor  satel-
lite  would  be  eliminated.    This  might  be  an  added  in-

centive  for  Soviet  of f icia.Is  to  accept  an  ASAT

agreement.

According  to  Anthony  Fessler,

...intelmational  law  applicable  to  the
earth-space  arena,.  at  least  in  it-s  pres-
ent  state,  is  largely  an  ineffectual
mean.s  of  controlling  directed-en.ergy
weaponry.     Ambiguity,  narrow  interpreta-
tion,  unreliable  sanctioning  mechanisms,
and  participant  interests  conspire  to
prevent  applicatic)n  of  these  institution-
al  bases  for  the  purpose  of  controlling
this  innovative  weaponry.35

Consequently,   if  one -a.ccepts  the  P.oyse  thesis--`'contend-

ing  efficient  weapons  will  be. deemed  law.ful".--ther`.  any.

agreement  on  DEWs,   before  their  entire  potent:ial  is

3.4u.   s.   Congress,   Corrmittees  on  Foreig-.I  Affairs  a.nd
on  Foreign  Relations, u.   S.   Arms
ment  Agency  1980  Annual   Report,
1981.

35Fess|er,   p.   82.

Control  and  Disarma-
97th  Cong.,   .Ist  Sess.„
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known,  may  prove  to  be  iineffective.36    The  ()nly  way  to

limit  DEW  systems,   or  any  innovative  weaponry,   is  to

prohibit  the  te.sting  and  development  of  new  weapons  as
requested  in  U.   N.   Resolutions  3479  and  74.     By  doing

this,  possible  ir`.centives  offered  by  new  weapon  systems

will  never  be  kno`un  hy  nations  or  strategic  theorists.

13owever,  due  to  the  influence  of  the  miJ.itary  estab-

lishments  in  the  Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States,  a

prohibiticm  forbidding  test.ing  and  deveiopi[Lent  is  un-
].ikely'37

.SLUEaLE¥
To  deter.mine  the  legitimacy  of  DEWs,   internation-

al  law  originating  fi.om  custom,  and  treaties  and  c.on-

ventions  will  be  examiried  to  speci.fy  what,   if  any,

areas  in  which  the  Soviet  Union  and  t.he  U.nited  States

are  in  agreement,  might  be  used  to  bar  deployment  of

I)EWs  in  outer  spac:.     The  funct.ion  of  these  two  soi`irces

of  international  law,  treaties  and  conventions  and

custom,  as  well  as  the,  bther  three,  is  to  insure  and

streng.then  the  minimum`  public  order.     International

lecjal  scho].a£  Myres  MCDougal  refers  to  this  as  a  basic

agreement  among  nations  not  to  impair  world  stability.

In  so  doing,  Iiatioiis  agree  on  certain  restrictions  for

36Fessler,   p.   95.

37scovi|le  and  Tsipis.,   P.   18®
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the  conduct  of  war.    To  determine  the  legality  of  in-

novative  weapc)nry,   one  must  examine  the  cZ.iaracteristics

to  those  of  weapons  that  .are  ba.ri-ed  from  use.

Since  1945,   one  source  of  customa.r}t  iiiternational

I.aw  has  been  resolutions  of  the  United  Nations..     The-

more  support  i-or  a  resolution  from  a  wider  range  of

governments  the  more  it:  wilJ.  be  perceived  as  interna-
tional  law.  .  The  foundation  of  space  law  in  the  twen-

tieth  century  originates  in  United  Nation. I-esolutions.

Resolutions  1884   (XVIII)   and  1962   (XVIII)   attempt  to

forbid  nuclear  weapons  and  other  weapons  of  mass  de-

struction  from  being  sent  into  outer  space.     However,

since  these  terms  are  not. .defined,   and  no  enforcement

mechan.isms  we.re  created,   t..he  reliability  of  these  reso-

lutions  is  quest.ionab].e.

Far  more  precise  guidelines  ara  set  forth  in  the

Outer  Space  Treaty -of  1967,   the  ABM  Treaty  of  1972,   and

the  Proto-col  of  SALT  1®     Each  of  the.se  tree.ties  have

characteristics  that  might  be  used  to  argue  against
DEWs  in  outer  space.     However,   drie  to  loopholes  and

ambig`lous  language  they  would  not  prohibii:  t}.I.e  deploy-
•n`ent  of  DEWs  in  outer  space,  but  bar  tbeir  actual  use.

Ef f.ective  restrictions  DEWs  can. be  achieved  only

through  op.e  of  two  processes;  banning  the  actual  de-

ployment  of  DEWs  or  by  a  series  of.  treaties  hanning  the
construction,   testing,   arid  deployment  of  ABM  and  ASAT
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systefr.s.     By  doing  t}iis,  possible  incent-ives--offered

by  new  weapon  systems  would  neve-i-  be  known  to  nations

or  strategic  theorists.    .However,  due  to  the  influence

of  the  milita.I-y  establishments  in  the  Soviet  Union  and

the  United  States,   a  prohibition  forbidding  testing  and_

deployment  is  unlikely.     The  promise  of  limiting  DEWs

lies  in  the  threat  such  veapons  pose  to  the  nil.clear

arsenals  of .both  major  powers.     in  Chapter  5  the  poten-

tial  of  such  weapons  is  explored.



CHAPTF,R  V

STRATEGIC   DOCTRINE   AND   DEWS

Deterrence

The  creation  of  any`type  of  weapon  system  necessi-

tates  the  creation  of  a  policy  that  will  determine
under  what  circumstances  it  would  be  injected  into  a     ,

conflict.    According  to  Roger  Trinquier,  a  proper  defi-

nition .of  conflict,  or  warfare,  would  be  that  of  a-n

interlocking  system  of  actions  that  aim  at  overthrowing

the  established  authority  throuqh  destruc.l-.ion  of  the.

polit.ical,  economic,  psychological,  and  military  fiber
of  a  nation.1    The  concept  of  conflic.t  has  an  intricate

role  in  the  formation  of  a  strategic  doctrine..
It  is  the  task  of  strategic  doctrine  to
translate  into  policy  the  goals  of  a  stat.e
whether  they  are  offensive  or  defensive,
whether  it  seeks  to  ac-hieve  or  to  prevent
a  transformation,   its  strategic  df)ctrine
must  clef ine  what  objectives  a.re  wori=h  con-
tending  for  ancl  determine  the  degree  of
force  appi-opriate  f or  achieving  them ....

::: :;:::::I:?s:h:E :`f-i-a::::::gi: :o:i::::. 2
The  t}asic  p.urpose  of  strategic  cloctrine  is  not.  to

LRoger  Tri.nquier;   Modern  War
of  Counterinsurgency,   trams

fare:     A  French  View
b-ah-iel  Lee

A.   Praeger,1964),   p.   6

2Kissingel-,   pp.   7.-8.
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destroy  an  enemy,  but  to  affect  his  will  to  fight  a

war  by  preseriting  him  with  an  unfavorable  calculus  of

1-iSkS.3

In  the  nuclear  era,  strategic  doctrine  is  charac-

terized  .by  the  Sctviet-American  conce.pt  of  deterrence.
"Lacking  the  ability  to  thwart  an  attack,  deterrenc.e

threats  have  necessarily  been  based  in  the  promise  to

punish.  an  aggressor  for  launching  a  first  strike
at+.ack. "4    Therefore,   strategic  deterrence  dictates

that  a  nation's  nuclear  arsenal  must  be  able  to  survive
a  nuclear  attack  to  the  point  that  it  can  imf lict  simi- -
lar  damage  or.  the  attackip.g  nation.

However,  both  nations  are  suspicious  of  the  ac-

tions  of  the -other.     Due`  to  I.his  differen.ce,   the  con-

cept  of  deterrence  may  be  endowed  with  dif ferent

meanings  to  Soviet  and  American  strategist.s,     In

Nuclear  N..i.ghtmares , Nigel  Calder  puts  fort,tard  that

there  is  such  a  difference.

Western  deterrence  a.ims  to  make  the  pro.-
spect.  of  uncontroilable  war  so  ut.terly
terrif.'y-iT`g  to  the  Russians  that  they  will
behave  themsel`Je..a  a.nd.  it.  will  ne.vcr  i-iappe.n
If  deterrence  fails,  the  unive.rsal  massa-
Ore  takes  its  course  and  battle  tanks  have
nothing  tG`  do  with  t-ne  case.     Soviet  riu-
clear  deterrence  is  very  difficult;  it•aj.ms  to  prevent  nuclear  war  by  convincing

3Kissinger,   p.   226.

4snow,   p.   287.
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the  Americans  and  NATO  that  they  cannot
in   any  circi`imstance.-,  hope   to  vLJin.  it-..5

This  study  will  not  undertake  the  task  of  decipheririg

Soviet  det.errence  theory  from  that  presented  by  propa-

gandists.     F'or  the  purpose  of  studying  strategic  doc.-
trine  and  DEWs,   Western  deterrence  theory  wi].i  be

relied  u.pon  heavilyo     Consequently,   the  lac:k  of  infor-

mation  on  Soviet  strategic  doctrine  is  a  .i.im.itation  c;f

this   study.    --

Nuclear  Conf].ict

It  is  possible  that  a  nuclear  conf lict.  between  the

Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  could  be  fought  at

different  levels  of  violence.    The  lowest  of  these

levels  would  be  the  detonation  of  a  few  nHclear  d.a.--

vices  on  the  European  battlefield,  whereas  the  'highest

would.  be  a  direct  nuclear  exchange  between  the  Soviet

Union  and  the  United  St.ates.     The  purpose  of  deterrence

theory  is  to  make  a  conflict  between  the  major  powers

unacceptable .

Under  the  policy  of  MAD,   both  in.ajoi-  powers  are

deterred  f i-om  la.unching  a  nuclear  attack  r]y  the  knowl-

edge  that  they  could  not.  escape  a.estruct..i.on.     According

to  ROL`ert  S.   MCNamara,   in  the  Snow  article   "I,asers,

Charged-Particle  Beams,  and  the  Strategic  Future, "  the

Soviet  Union  and  the  United  States  are  engaged  in  a

5ca|der,   pp.   7-8.
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continuo`uls  race  for  sophisticated  armaments.

The  Soviet  Union  and  the  Uriit'.ed  States
mutually  influence  one  another's  strate-
gic  plans.    Whate.ver  their  intentions  or
our  intentions,  actions-or  even  realis-
tically  potential  actions-on  either  side
relating  to  the  build-up  of  nuclear
forces  necessarily  trigger  reactions  on
the  other  side.    It  is  precisely  this
::t:::,:r=:::ign  phenomenon  that  fuels
Recognizing  the  arms  race  si,yr`.drone,   Sigal  points

out  that  "since  each  side  believes  itse].f  to  be  acting

defensively  whi].e  the  other  side  is  taking  the  offen-

sive,  opponents  are  likely  to  mistake  deterrent  for
compellent  threats  and  to  respond  in  kind."7    Since  ABM

systems  are  one  way  to  defend  against  a  nu.clear  attack,

the  question  arises  whether  defensive  weapons  are  as

dangerous  to  peace  as  of I-ensive  weapons?    In  "Opportu-

nities  and  Imperatives  of  Ballistic  M.issile  Defense,"

United  States  Senator  Malcom  Wallop  argues  that  they

are  not.     To  prove  his  point,   Senator  WalJ.op  quotes

from  a  London  news  conference  of-  Soviet  Premier  Kosygin

held  on  February  9,   1967.     "I   (Premier  Kosygin)   think

that  a  defensive  system,  which  prevents  att.ac:k,   is  not

a  cause  of  the  arms  race  but  represents  a  factor  pre-

venting  the  death  of  people."8

6snow,   p.   280.

7siga|,   p.   577.

8wa||op,   p.16.
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Grar``ted  that.  defensive  weapons  do  not  threat.en  the

lives  .of  people  because  their  put.pose  is  to  destroy

offensive  weapons  such  as  ICBMs.     Yet  as  Herman  Kahn

argues in  his  book  On  1'hermonuclear  War,   if  a-nation

believes  it.  can  "prevail"  it  will  attempt  to  buy  insur-
ance.9     Suc:h  insurance'  could  take  the  form  of  an  ABM

system.     For  an  ABM  system  to  be  effective,   it.would

threaten  to  dissolve  the  existing  balance  of  terror.
Briefly  stated,  the  balance  of  terror  theory  holds  that

peace  is  due  to  the  terror  -t.hat  can--be  envisioned  by  a
nuclear  conflict  between  the  major  powers.

The  strength  of  the- balance  of  terror  sys-ten
has  been  that  nc  one  nation  could  possibly
calculate  an:-ything  but  self-destruction
through.  a  nu.c..i.ear  at'cack.     To  the  extent
successful  defense  becomes  conceivable,   the
abili+.y  tct  calculate   (and  thus  inherently
to  miscalculate)   the  possibility  a.f  survival
emerges.,   and  the  i.nhib.i.tions-to  cross  t.he

.  firebreak  may  be  lowered.10

A.s  stated  .i.n  C+hapter..  4,   the  reason  for  the  1972

ABM  Treaty  wa`s  that  the  .SovietiJn.i._a.n  and  the  United

States  did  not  want  to  seriously  challenge  the  credi-
bility  of  their  ICBM  forces.     Under  the  ABM  Treaty,

bat.h  nations  are  limited  to  two  ABM  systerris;   one  to

_ defend  missile  sites,  .the. _other  to  defend  the  national

Capitol.     No  ABM  systems  were  allotted  to  defend  in-

dust..rial  centers  or  large  concentrations  of  the

9Noted  in  Sigal,   p.   578.

L°snow,   p.   289.
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population.     The.ref ore,  hy  r,`,aintaining  a  credible  nu-
clear  force  anc~i   t-ne  means  with  which  to  command  it,   the

nationa].  cjovernment,   the  balance  of  terror  was  being

preserved.
Therefore,   the  dilemma  of  the  nuclear.  period
can  be  defined  as  follows:     the  enormity  of
modern.  weapons  makes  the  thought  of  war
repugnant,  but  the  refusal  to  run  any  risks

g'::::  :¥::£:if°  giving  the   (oppositic)n)  a

Stratsig_ic_  ValLpe of   DEWs

Once  perfected,   DEWs  may  o±-fer  the  Soviet  Union

and  the  United  States  an  ideal  ABM-ASAT  weapol-h     As  was

stated  in  Chapter  3,  DEWs  destroy  a  target  by  burning

a  ho.Ie  through  the  ex.terior  of  t-ne  missile  and  destroy-.

ing  a.  vital  c'omponent.     Moreover,   one  DEBS  (;.ould  be

used  repeated.1y  to  destroy  targets,  whereas  an  inter-

ceptor  inissile  can  be  used  only  once. .  According  to

BrJ..tish  Air  Vice-Marshal  S.   W.   8.   Menaul,   the  United

States  DOD  under  the  Reagan  Admi,nistration  I,i.a.a  submit-

ted  a  report  to  Congress  explaining  tthe  value  c)f  DEWs.

Technology  be..ing-  developed  in  Defer.se  De-
partme.nt  space  la.ser  weapons  systems  could
make  er.isting  arsenals  of  strategic  nuclear-
armed  weapons  vulne.rable,  with  large  numbers
of  ballistic  r[`issiles  ancl  aircraft  at  risk  to
•:£:in:::±°¥::=:s?i 2a  moderate  number  of

LLKissinger..   p.   7.

L2stew-art  w.   a.   Menaul,   Space-Based  S
ir_a_t_e9=-i_9=

Defense   (London:     Foreign  Affairs  Research  In,stitute,rfflF.1.
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Also,   DEBSs  could  be  used  to  destroy  enemy  s.9.tellites

thus  hampering  a  natic>n's  ability  tc>  g.i.tide   i.+.i:`  f.3onven-

tional  and  nuclear  fcrces'.

By  star,ioning  DEBSs  in  outer  space,   a  nat.ion  would

in  affect  gain  control  of  outer  space,   and  the.reby

exercise  cc>nsiderable  influence  on  the  Earth.     First,

it  wo-i2lcl  be  able  t.o  break  the  balance  of  t.error  thus

creating  the  impression  that  from  its  ,standpoint  a  nu-

clear  conflict  was  winnable.     That  is,   it  would  rema.in

relatively  unha.rmed  while  its  opposit-.ion  cou].d  he  eliiTI-

ir`.atedo     In  doing  so,   it  wou].d  be  able  to  re.nder  ulti-

matums  to  the  effect,   surrender  unconditionaily,  or

your  cities  will  be  d.estroyed  one  at~  a  time.     To  in-
crease  the  te]`.sion  of  the  oppof,ition,  the  importance

of  the  second  factor  comes  in  to  action.     8¥-  the  de-`

struction  of  its  outer. space  satellite  possessions,  the
intelligence  gathering  apparatus  of  the  opposition

government  would  be  severely  limitedo     Also,   i-.lie  vul-
riei-ability  of  a  nation's  outer  space  sat.ellites  w.ould

brirT.g  into  quest.i.on  its  abilit±7  to  colununicdte  with  its

forces.

If  the.  oute.r  space  sate].Iites  of  a  state  were  at-
tacked  before  the  launcriing  of  nuclear  attack..a.it

would  signa].  a  pre-emptive  attack  and  it  lt.iould  allow  a

I.ation  time  to  prepare  for  it,.     Consequent].ir,  a.ven

though  outer  space  may  be  deemed  a,  sepal.ate  a.nvironment
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from  t.hat  o£-.  the  Earth,   an  attack  on  the  outer  space

sateliit.e  possessions  of  a  nation  -vi7ould  be  considered

the  same  as  an  attack  on  military  vessels  on  the  high
-s e a s o

Two  Scenarios

T\ro  equally  viable  scer.arios  can  be  envis:.Loned  for

the  deployment  of  DEBSs.     In  the  first,   the  Soviet

Union  and  the  United  States  would  deploy  DEBSs  at  ap-

proximate].y  the  same  time,  tw-hereas  in  the  secor}d  only

one  of  the  major  powers  would  be  able  to  deploy  DEBSs.

If  both .nations  were  to  deplcry  DEBSs  at  the  same

time,  neither  nation  would  gain  an  advantage  over  the

Other.     Yet  it  would  m`ean  i:hat  the  nu.clear  deteri-ent  to

conflict  would  be  gc`neo     No  longer  would  the  two  major

p\)tf.?erg  be  deterred  from  att.ack  by  the  thro.at:.  of  their
mutual  destruction®

Even  with  their  ICBM  forces  vulnerable,  both  na-

tions  could  launch  an  att.ack.  that  `ri-ould  be  disastrous.

With  the  threat  of  I.CBMs  no  longer.  existing,  both  na-

tions  cou].d,   and  probably  v\touJ.d,   resort  t{>  sea  launched

ballistic  missiles   (SLBM) ,  cruise  missiles,   and  biolog-

ical  arid  chen`ical  weapons  to  deter  an  attack.     Indeed,

the  major  powers  would  .not  want  foi  devices  to  maintain

the  balance  of  terror.    Eventually,  it  is  to  be  expect-
ed  that  both  nations  w`ould  develop  DEWs  that  c'ould  at-

tac`k  ta.rget.a  or.  trie  i;arth  i:.ron  outer  spa.ce,,     Thus,
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all  forms  of  nuc].ear  missiles  might  be  discarded  as  was

the  bow  and  arrow  with  the  advent  of  the  rifle.

In  the  second  sc:enario,   one  of  the  two  major  pow--

ers  would  experience  a  technological  breakthrough  thus

enabling  it  to  deploy  DEBSs  first.     As  early  as  1957,

Henry  Kissinger  realized  the  danger  that  +.echnology

posed  to  Soviet-American  relatioris.     "Weapon  systems
are  changing  at  an  ever  accelerati]ig  rate,  and  every

major  power  is  aware  that  its  survival  is  at  the  mercv
of  a  technological  breakthrough  by  its  opponent. "13

If  as  Air  Vice-Marshal  Menaul  concludes  that  the  nation

first  to  deploy  DEBSs  would  "control  this  planet,"

then  the  ba.lance  of  te.rror  may  be  shifted  too  much.

If  the  defensive  a.apability  fu'er.e  held  by
only  one  side,   the.  result  wc)uld  clearly
be  dest.abilizing.     Strong  incent.ives  to
launch  a  preemptive  attack  would  exist
fc>r  the  party  with  the  capability.    A
controlled  initial.  attack  woul.d  be  par-
ticularly  appealing,  leaving  the  at'tack,.-
ed  state  with  either  launching  an
:=rsL:C::S:i:I.d:len::E:  ::r±£:  ::g:::::::±a

However,   the  major  power  that  did  not  possess  DEBSs

would  also  have  a  strong  ip.centive  to  launch  a  preemp-

t.ive  attack.     If  a  nation  believed  the.t  it.would  be

denied  acces`s  to  a  strategj.c  .medium,   outer  s.pace,   then
lit  may  decide  that  its  destruction  was  inevitable.

13Kissinger,   p.   203.

14snow,   p.   289.
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I..her.`efore,   .i.£  it  mus+.  cease  t.o  exi.st  as  an  entity,   then

it  shall  destroy  the  nation  which  has  dictated  this

solution a

The  deployment  of  DEBSs  would  pose  a  serious

threat  tc>  deterrence  theory.     In  the  most  accurate

sense,   DEWs  deployed  by  oli.e  side  make  a  nuclear  con-

flict  thinkable  and`  therefore  probable.     Their  purpose

goes  far-beyond  that  of  attempting  to  save  human  life.,
they  attempt  to  allow  the  Soviet  Union  or  the  United

Stat.es  to  gain  a  decisive  military  advantage  over  the
other  if  the  second  scenario  is  followed.

.S_uJEEnI
The  creation  of  any  t.ype.  of  weapon  syst-.em.  neces-

sitates  the  c`reation  of  a  p.olicy  that  will  determine

under  what  circumstances  it  wo-did  be  injected  intc)  a

co.Tiflict.     The  concept  of  conflic.t  has  an  intT.ricate

role  in  the  formation  of  a  strategic  doctrine.    The

basic  purpose  of  strategic  doctrine  is  not  to  destrc)y

an  enemy,  but  to  affect  his  w`ill  to  fight  a  war  .by

p.resenting  him  with  an  unfavorable  calculus  of  risks.
In  the  nuclear  era,  strategic  doctrine  is  charac-

terized  by  the  Soviet-American  concept  of  deterrence.

Lacking  the  ability  to  thwart  an  attack,  dei:.errence
thi.eats  have  necessarily  been  based  in  the  prom,ise  to

punish  an  aggressor  for  launching  a  first  strike  att.ac.k.
Fcjr  the  purpose  of  studying  st3:ategic  doct.ring  and
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DEWs,   We.c=,I.ern  deterrence  theory  was  relied  upon  heav-

ilyc'   Tl.ie  purpose  of  deterrei-lee  theory  is  to  make  a

nuclear  conf iict  between  the  Soviet  Union.  and  the

United  .States  unthinkable.     Under  I.he  policy  of  MAD,

both  in.ajar  powers  are  deterred  from  launching  a  nuclear

at.tack  by  the  knowledge  that  they  could  riot  escape  un-

acceptable  de.struction.

Since  ABM  weapc)ns  are  one  way  to  deter  an  attack,

the  question  arises  whether  defensive  weapons  are  as

dangerous  to  peace  as  offensive  weapons.     If  an  ABM

system  was  effective,  it  would  threaten  to  dissolve  the

balance  of  terror  and  would  be  a  danger  to  peace.
rJnce  perfected,   DEWs  may  off-er  the  Soviet  Union

and  the  United  StaJi-.es  an  ideal  ABM.-ASAT  weapon.     By

stat.ioning  DEBSs  in  outer  space  a  nation  would  in  ef-

fect  g.ain  control  cf  outer  ,space,  and  thereby  exercise

considerable  imf i.uence  c>n  the  Earth.

Two  equally  viable  scenarios  can  be  envisioned  for

the  rJepJ.oyment  of  DEBSs.     In .the  first,   the  Soviet

Union  and  the  Un.it..ed,   S+.at-.e€,  would  dep.I.o¥.  D'EBSs  at  ap-

proximately  the  samf  tj.me,  whereas  in  the  second  or`.1y
one  cf  tl`,ie  rna.jar  powers  wc>uld  be  able  to  deploy  DEBSs.

If  `bc>.th  nations  were  to  dep.i.oy  DEBSs  at  the  same  time,

neither  nation  vi-ould  gain  an  ad.vantage  over  the  other.

Yet  it  would  mean  that  the  major  powers  would,  have  to

use  other  rr.Cans  to  deter  conflict.     Furth.ermore,   th.i.s

perj.(}d  may  see  the  rise  of  distrust  or  susp,i`cicjn  by
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other  nations  of  Soviet  anct  American  foreign  and  mi.i.i-

tar`y  policies.     .Thus  the  cumulative  effect  would  be  the

alignment  of  all  nations  undei~  the  leade.rship  of  the

Soviet  Union  or  the  United  States.     In  the  second

scenario,  only  one  of  the  two  maj'.r  powers  would  deploy

DEBSs.     This  would  heighten  East-t¢;I.est  distrust  and

foster  the  option  of  launching  pre-emptive  strikes.



CHAPTER  VI

sulunIAR¥   .I.iND   CoNCLusloNs

The  purpose  of  this  tht`=sis  wa.s  to  determine.  the

military  potential  Qf  Dl±Ws  and  to  conclude  if  it  is  in

.the  best  interests  of  the  United  States  t.o  deploy  them

in  outer  spar.e,-  or  seek  their  prohibition  th.rough  a

treaty.    To  achieve  this  goal  it  -was  necessary  to  in-

spect-the  DEW  research  and  development  program,   inter-

national  law,  and  deterrence  theoi-y.

This  study  began  with  ail  anal±Jsis  in  Chapter  2  of

the  current  uses  of  outer  space.     In  this  analysis,
various  legal  clef initicms  were  reviewed  that  have  been

of fered  in  the  last  two  i-.housand  years  to  delineate  a

nation's  air  space  from  outer  space.     However,   the  def-

initions  presented  repi`esented  the.most  prominent  ones

of  this  period.    Failing  to  secure  a  lega.1.  definition.

due  to_a  lack  of  agreemer?.t  by  .i.egaJ.  experts,   a  physical

definition  was  substituted.     Acco<rdingly,  otiter  space

was  clef ined  as  beginnir}.g  at  the  point  where  aerodynamic

flight  encls  and  centifugal  force  takes  over.,   150  mi].es

above  sea  level  c>n  Earth.

Next,   this  chapter  proceeded  to  clisctEss  the  mili-

tary  potential  of.  outer  .dr+pace,   and  particaRiafly  the

89
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miJ.itdry  outer  space  progi.a,ms  of  .Lhe  Soviet  Union  and

the  United  States.     Two  b.asia  conclusions  were  derived

from  this  chapter.    One,  it  is  difficult  if  not  impos-

sible  to  separate  civilian  and  military  space. programs

for  there  is  a  sharing  of  expertise  and  other  resources.

The  best  example  of  this  is  the  American  space  shuttle

which  wa-s  built  by  a  civi.i.lan  agency  of  the  United

States  Government,  but  will  be  flown  by  nil.itary  offi-

cers,  and  will  conduct  both  civilian  and  military  oper-

ations.     The  second  conclusion  is  that  the  Soviet  Union

ap.d  the  United  States  are  increasingly  shifting  opera-

tions  to  outer  space  that  were  once  performed  on  Earth.

This  has  led  to  the  creation  of  both  passive  and  active

military  programs  for  outer  space.     The  major  differ.-

ence  between  these  programs  is  that  passive  space  vehi-

c].es  are  not  equipped  to  destroy  objects  whe.reas  active

space  vehicles  ar'e.     The  development  of  DEBSs  would  be

categorized  as  an  active  military  program  for  outer

space.     Appendices  A,   8,   a.,   and  D,   outline  curr.ent.  and

project=d  military  plar?.a  for.  outer-  space.     Hc.wever,   it
is  to  be  expected  that  both  nations  have  military  plans
for  outer  space  that  have  yet.  to  be  divulged  to  the

publi-c.

P`ather  than  attempting  to  discover  the  secretive
DEW  research  programs  of  the  Soviet  Union  aiid  the  Unit-

ed  States,  Chapter  3  provides  the  reader  with  informa-
tion  i-egarding  the  achievem.ents  cif  DEW  researc:h,   and
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some  of  the  limitations  t.hat  ha.ve  ye,t  to  be  overcome.

The  technology  discussed  is  proha-bly  not  the  most  ad-

vanced  since  the  major  powers  would  not  a].low  it  to

become  public  knowledge.     The  erivironmer.t  in  Which

DEWs  are  deployed  will  be  a  major  factor  in  the  det.erm-

ination  of  the  strengt.h  of  the  energy  beam  and  it.s  use.

Due  to  atmospheric  conditions,  deployment  on  Earth  of

such  weapons  would  limit  their  energy  beams®     Atmo-

spheric  conditions  would  not  bec.om€:  a  f actor  in  their

use  in  outer  space  for  ABM  and  ASAT  operati.ons.     It

must  he  noted  that  the  ma=Ior  pow-erg  may  perfect  DEW

tear.nology  to  the  point  that  it  can  be  used  to  destroy
targets  on  Earth  from  outer  spac!e.     The  Hart.h's  gravi-

tation  field,   however,  would  deflect~.  an  energ.y  beam

from  a  PEW.     Laser  weapons  would  therefore  he  most

likely  to  be  deployed  on  DEBSs  first,
-    The  degree  of  effectivenes,s  of  Glny  laser  battle

Station  system  would  be  determined  by  a  combin.atj.on  ilf

factors:    the  type  of  orbit  used,  the  number  of  battle

stations  deployed,   the  number  of  heam  projectors  or`.

boai-a  each  battle  static)n,  and  the  distance  the  energy

beam  coulcl  be  propagated.     Diie  to  the  inter..relateci

natHre  of  these  variables,   alid  the  l€j.ck  a:E   ii-ifQrmation

in  print  about  them,  .r`.a  attempt  was  made  i-.a  tneoi-ize

the  characteristics  of  a  system  of  laser  ba.ttle  sta-
tions  since  it  would  be  doi.?rr.ed  to  fai,l  d.je  fL:a  €rro£`.
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Ch.apter  4  provides  an  examination  of  the  legality

of  DEWs  and  their  depio}ment  in  outer  space.     Interna--

tional  law  embodies  the  c.oncept  of  minimum  public  order

to  the  extent  that  it  attempts  to  decrea.se  the  chance
of  wa.r  and,   in  a  war,  to  protect  civilian  populations.

This  study  exami.ned  only  two  of  t}'ie  f ive  sources  of  in-

ternational  law;   t.+-eaties  and  conventionsp   and  custom.

International  law  existing  in  the  form  of  general  prim--

cj.pies  of  law,  judicial  decisions,  and  writings  or  rec-

ognized  international  judicial  experts,  are.  not
accorded  the  status  given  treaties  anc.i  conventions  and

custc9m  by  the  International  Court  of  Justice.     FUEu7..e

Studies  could  benef it  by  obtain.ing  a  higher  degree  of

precision  through  their  inclusion,   iaLn.d  nat`ion.§  could

pro.sunably  benef it  by  following  some  of  these  guide-
lines,

In  the  study  presente.d  of  international  1a`fty.,   an

evalua.tion  of  the  major  international  and  I)i.Iatera].

agreeTr.ants  thai:.  at.tempt  to  main.ta.in  Outer  c:.pace  as  a

peaceful  enviror`.ment  .rdas  p]:esented.     T.he.  has.i.a  conclu-

sion  €!erived  from  Chaptel-4,   is  t,hat  there  are  provi-
• sions  in  internacionaJ.  law  which  could  be  used  to

forhid  t-ne  use  of  DEWs,  but  not  their  depiQyment.

€:o.rmunication  is  the  basis  upon  whicL-fa  internation-

al  .i.aw  is  founded.     The  more  precise  an  ag;reement  b?.-

tween  stateg„   the  IT,ore  status  it  can  be  aceLec:orded.     The

®PE,tS!*ite  is  true  for  agl.eem.ants  that  are  fformed  thro.ugh
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t.he  use  of  vague  language.     Due  to  t.ne  ambiguous  lan.-

guage  contained  in  these  agreements,   no  binding  inter-

pretation  carl  be  iriade.     Basically,   this  is  due  to  a
lack  of  precision  in  clef ining  terms  such  as  "nuclear

weapon."     By  far  the   1972  ABM  Tre.aty  c>ffers  the  most

hope  as  a  precedent  for  blocking  tng  deplr.yment  of  I)EWs.

As  i.7as  noted,   the  main  reason  this  treaty  c:ame  about

was  t.o  enable  both  major  powers  to  insure  the  credibil-

ity  of  their  nuclear  deterrents.    To  amend  it.  to  for-

bid  the  deployment  of  DEWs,   both  the  Soviet  Union  and

t.he  United  States  would  have  to  be  in  agreement  as  they

were  in  19-/2.

To  complete  this  evaluation  of  DEWs,   Chapter  5

examines  the  strategic  doctrine  o.I  deterrence.    F'o.I  a

number`'of  reasons  Chapt.er  5  is  the  most  fragile  part  o±-

this.  thesis.    First  and  foremost  the  task  of  determ.in-

ing  the  Sov]..et  perception  of  deterrence  theory  was  not

undertaken.    This  was  due  primarily  to  a  lack  of  in-

format.ion  in  the  West  on  Soviet  deterrence  theory.

Anoi:her  limitation  of  this 'study  is  that  the  reaction
to  the  deployment  of  DEBSs  by  nations  other  than  the

• Soviet.  Union  a.nd  the  United  States  is  not  examined.

The  reaction  to  this  act  by  other  nation.cp„  especially
nations  possessing  nuc.Tear  weapons,   could  trigger  a.

nut;lear  conf].ict.
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DEWs  could  Qf for  a  nation  almost-.  compreh.ensive  -

protection  frcjm  att.ac'k.  by  la.nd  based  ICBMs.     Therefore

it  threatens  the  credibility  of  the  belief  that  each
side  could  punish  the  ot.her  for  I.auriching  its  ICBM

fcirce  in  a  first  strike.    Consequently,   it  gives  the

side  that  does  possess  DEBSs  the  inca.ntive  to  force  the

sui-render.  of  the  other  g,ide.     This  possibility  would

also  prompt  the  nation  that  does  not  posse.ss  DEBSs  to

launch  a  pre-emptive  nuclear  attack  to  imf lict  some

damage  before  it-.s  nuclear-  force  w-as  damaged  or  destroy-

ed.

Fnture  studies  of  the  potential  of  DEWs  need  to

examine  the  possible  ef I-eat  the  use,  a,f  such  weapons

wo`ild.  h.ave  on  the  Earth's  natural  environIT`ent.     If  it

co`ulld  be  proven  that  such  weapcjns  would  inf lict  damage

more  severe  the.n  that  J`)f  nuclear  weapons,   then  both.

sides  would  have  a  mutual  reason  to  see  that  such  weap-

ons  are  banned.
rl'.his  stud-i-  must  cctnc].ude  that  the  Soviet  Union  ar.d

the  rJnited  Stat~es  will  possess  th-e  .necessary  technical

expertise  to  deploy  DEBSs  by  the  ear.ly  1990s.     As  of

l98i,  there  exists  no  mechanism  that  will  ba.i  the  de-

plo:ynient  of  DEWs  in  outer  space.     If  such  deploiment  is
allowed  to  take  pla,ce,  East-West  rel.ations  will  suffer.

Thus:.  the  major  powers  wil.1.  be  .susceptible  to  conflict.

Scenario  one,  would  dicta.te  that:  the  arms  ra.ce  would
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c(>nt.inue  thus  leaving  the  opportunity  for.  conflict  open.

Scenario  two,  wou.Id  increase  the  chance  ctf  conflict  at

the  time  of  the  deployment  t)f  DEBSs.     This  cc2nflict

would.  not  necessarily  be  nuclear  becatise  it  could  be

fought  with  chemical  or  biologica.i  weapons.

It  is  in  the  best  interests  of  the  United  States
to  promote  treaties  thai-.  would  ban  the  deployment  of

weapons  in  outer  space.     Tli.e  United  States  is  more  de-

pendent  upon  satellites,  for  corrununicatiorj.,  navigatio.n,
and  rec.onnaissance  than  is  the  Sovie.t  Union.     Its  sat-

ellite  assets  have  a  longer  life  span  than  tr.ose  of  the

Soviet  Union®     Consequently,   their  destruction  would

damage  American  nil.itarv  ef forts  more  than  if  the  So-

viet  satellites  v.7ei-a  des+i:royed.

The  in-ajor  hope  fc`r  banning  DEWs  will  occur  in

I.982.     In  that.  y`ear  the  g,oviet  Llnion  and  the  United

States  will  re<`,riew  the  1972  ABM  T`reaty.     By  declaring

DEWs  and  ABM  system  the.  main  use  of   such  weapons  would

be  forbidden.     Therefore,  the  currarit  balanc.a  of  power

(or  tei-I.oi-)   .toto-.did  remain  unchanged,   and  the  purpo;e  of

the  ABM  Treaty  wc}uid'.  be,  ijipheld.     With  the  main  use  of

DE`j`Js  denied,   funding  of  research  and  dev§].opment  would

probably  be  reduced.     But  this  wou].d  pi-ov5`de  only  a

momentary  halt  in  the  rae;e  for  innovative  weapons.     To

encl  this  race  for  weapons,   the  prohlem  in.nat  be  attack--

ed  at  its  crux,  the  mutual  distl-us+.  of  the  Soviet  Union
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ar.a  the  United  States.     Peace  cannot  be  obtained  by

out  spending  one's  opponent.     Peace  can  only  be  ob-

tained  by  muttial  trust  and  cooperation.     As  a  basis  for

forming  mutual  trust  and.  thereby  insuring  t.he  minimum

public  order,   both  nations  must  determine  what..  are
their  i=ommon  ir].terests  and  goals.   . Then  they  will  pos.-

sess  the  ability  to  attempt  to  a.nhance  the  minimum

public  order.
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SOVIET'   }!ILITAP`Y   SPACE   Plq..OGRztF€S

PROGHjun FU±€CT±oNS ,    Col.,rLME£,,I,

Conununica.tions,
Mo.1niya   series

Some   of   Cc>i=,I.I.os   series
St.a.tionar-Ser].es;   Ekran,
Radug.a,   Gorizont

Meteorology
Meteor  f,eries

Early  Wa.ming

O|-bit  provides  12-hou.i-  period
with  most   time  over  USSR.

Geo synchronous .
Sc.tviet  military  vs.   civilian
c:orrmunications  satellites  not
distinguishable  in  every  case
Weather  observation,   some  with
earth  resources  sca]ine.rs.
Civilian  vs.  military  not
di stingui sha.ble .

Photographic
Reconna i s sance

Son.e   Cosmos
cjome  Sat.yut   series

Ocean  Reconnaissance

Infrared  sensors?  for  missile
launch detect.iol.I
Average  life.  about  12
some   30  days.      Some,  do   a.rea
survej.i.ILance ,   so;.I.`e   c!lose-look.
Some  maneuverable,,   sc>mc  may
al.so  col.i.ect.  ele.ctronic  intel~
ligence.     Some  ejec+.  film.  cani-
sters,   some  bring  back  complet~.e
cameras  for  recycling.
Nuclear~.powered  ai:tive  radar
for  all~weather,  day  or.  night
surveilla.nce  of  f,hips.     After
mission  porticin  '+.tith  reactor
raised  to  iooo  klm  orhit.     Iden-
ti±-ied  as.  "Priority  One"   target
f£Lr__U S  A SA|ELOLBLrLaJELL__
Get.b`ering  ra.dio,   radar  emi-ssions
foi-  milit.ary  intelligence
analysis .

E.1ec:ti-onic   lntellicj.enc`e

`Geodet.ic  Satel.liter,
|viapping  Satellites

Navigatiori

Measuring shape ot-  edrth  and
its  g.ravitational  f ield  i.`or..  im-
proving  missile  guidance,
z`.avigat]..c>n
Si:iL.:ilar   to  US   TRANSIT   system.

Antisatellite  Targe+.s
and  Inte-rceptors .

Ki],.Ier  satellites  apr)I.oat;h  tar-
gets,   explode  on.  command.
i~,`i:h.ers  may   ins.i]cT=ct..   or   test
a;thei~   damage  mec'r.`.a.nisms.

`i03
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LAl4F,.P`]CAN   It[L±rjEL,Any   SPA.CE   PROGRj[Lt,5S

Comm.unications

Defense  Satellite
Communications

System  11

Satellite  Data  System

Air  Force  Satellite
C`ormunications

(Radio  re.lays
carried  on.  other
sat.ellites)

Fleet  Satellit€!
Cormunicatio:,.:-.is'   System

NATO   Satel.1Lite
Corrrmunications

T`^7o-thirds  of  `.J.S.   inilitary
long-distance. coriununicationf,
is  bv  satellite.    These  four
sate`ili+.€;s   (two  spai`e  satel-
lites  are  alt3c>  being  kept  in
orbit)   are  part  of  the  Wc>r:Ld.-
wide  Military  Corrmand  and
Control  System  which  connects
27  major  U.S.   military  com-
mand  headquarters.
This  system  carries  inte.1li.-
gence  information,   diplomatic
communicT,ations ,   inform.ation
about  arms  treaty  mom.itoring,
communicatic`ns  during  inte`¥-
na`r.ional   a.1..`isis.

These  satellites  relay  ill.for-
mation  from. reconnaissance.
satellites  to  ground  ,stations
in  the  U®S.

In  a  nuclear  'vi7ar,   these  sat-
ellit~es  are  intencled  to  al].ow
the  Pre= siderit  and  the  majc>L-
military  commanders  i:a  commun-
icate  with  each.  other  and  to
send  out  orders  to  U.S.   nii-
clear  missiles,-   bombers,   ar.d
subs ®

Primary  .purpose  is  U.S.   Naval
corrmunicatj.ons,   bi.it  is  a].sQ
used  by  Presiden-I.:  when  he
travels  abroad.

dommunicat.i.ons   amc>ng   NATO
allies,   inc:ludirig  U.S.

'ic5



rE;a.fly  Warning

I.)F.3±-el`se   .sup}:tort:
Prc,gram

jrnt-.elligence

iJhcttographic
Reconnaissa.Tice

?C'()

Like  mc)t~.t   o±.   above   rj:f.)mmunica-
t=ions   Sat.ellites,   th€i,c=.e   th.i-ee
sat-.el].its.ct,   are.   "ge.o§tation--
ary,"  meaning  thac  they  re-
volve  around  the  Ee.rth  at  the-
same  srteed  that  it.  tur.ns,   thus
al\ky'ays  rei-naining  over   the   same
p.I.aces  a.a  Earth.     One  ir.  over
the  Easte.rn  Hemisphere,   two
over  the  Western  I:Jemisphere.
I!hey  c:arry  special  sensors
which  detec`t  the  irif rared
ra.diation  of  .rockets  hla.sting
off ,   thei`eby  providing  early
warning  o±:-   land-b£].se.d   or   sea-
based  miss.i.Ie  launches.
The  U.S.   also  has  cjfoun`.1-
based  .raclars  in  Er`.gland,
G±€enland,   Alaska,   Ca:I.ifornia,
Massachusetts,   and  F'1orid.a  to
warn  of  in.iss.i.Ie  a.ttack.     Warn-
:i.ng  messages   from -these  r'adars
woLild  also  be  serit  via  satei-
•|-it..e®

T.he   KH~11   .s€-]te.1ij.te   yie.lds   a
great  deal  of  der.riLi].ed  into.1-
ligence  inforniatlon  -3.b6'J.t  t.he
Soviet  Union  and  oi:.her  courf
tries.    The  satel].ite  can
take  pi.ct.ul-es  t).t~  ',tilde   a3...eas
or  zoom  i.ri   for  very  c:lose
lo.3ks.     It  can  be  maneuverecl
cr`]   command   f ro]n  the  g.round  tci
be.  in  a  p`os,i.tiori  t.a  take  spe-
cial,   looks  at  assigr4ed  spots®
The  r.`ameras  and  serisors  on
the  `c:atellite  can  take  pic-
tu.res  using  .I.ight  at  both
visi.b:Le  a.nd   invisihle  v;.7ave-
lengths   (such  as  in±-rared) .
Photos  can  be!  developeci  on
k>oard  and  transmitted  by  a
form  of  television  ba.ck  to
the  ground.      Occ`3.a.ilo:rially
another  type  of  sat-,ellite  is
sent  up  to  take  even.  n`ore



Signals  Inte].Iigence

Ocean  Surve.il].ance

Geodetic   (Ea.rth
measuring)
Sa.tellite  Program

107

detailed  pict.ul`es,   \`.7hic;h  are
the31   ejected  ill   film  capsii.leg
recovered  by  airplimeE.,..Data
from  such  sa.te.Il,ites  ca.n  tell
the  U.So   r[\ilita.ry  about  the
size,   1ocaticin,   ai-,tivities,
and  weapons  of  Sciviet  n\ili-
tary  forces.     Treat.y-xponitcr-
ing  infoi-nation  is  provided.
Civilian  and  military  produc-
t`ion  can  be  kept  track  of ®
Str.at-.egi6  bombing  targets  ct?n
be  locatecl.
'l'hes6  sate-llites  re.cord  a`nd
tl.ansmit-.  to  the.  U.S.   th,e  ra-
die  messages  and  radar  emisl-
sions  of  other  c{)untri€s.
From  this  data  much  can  be
learned  about  the  mi.Iitary
operations  and  procedures  of
t.he  target  country.

These  sate,I.Iites  1.i.gten  ir.  cm
naval  communicaticii.is  ancl   scan
the  oceans  wit.h  .i..nfrared  and
other  sensors  to  help  the  UoS.
Navy  keep   track  `c3£-.   f ore.ign
ships .

The  Defense  Mapp`ing  Agency
runs  this  program  i.n  coopera-
tion  with  NASAL  and  the  Nation-'a.1  Oceanic  and  Atmospheric
Ad.'ministration  Da.ta  from
val-iou.s  satelli{-.es  are  used
not  only  I.o  n`ake  accurate`military  ?.Tiaps,   }3ut  to  gather
ra`i.ar  alt±m.eter.  readings  for
our  new  cruise  missiles.
Mea.suri`ng-.  t.he   stiape  -of--the  -      -
Earth' s  gravitat.i.-anal  field
is  very  important  for  im-
proving  the  accui-ar.y  of  in-
ertially  guided  ballisl-.ic
missiles,   such  as  the  Min-
uteman  1-11,   i-he  Pc;seidon,   the
Trident  I.



Weal-.hal.-

Dt3fense  tr{eteoro-
1c,gica 1
Satel.i.its  Program

Navigation

N-avy  Navigation
Satellite  System

GIG_)ba.1   Positioning
System

ic\8

Two  sat.ellites   i.ake  v~is.,ible~-
light  and  imf rared  pictures
of  the  whole  globe  foul.  times  .
a  day.     Air  Force  an.`i  Navy
ground  stat-ions  receiv.e  the
data,   as  do  sC>me  aircraf t
carriei-s.
Weather  informa-tion  is  useful .
not  oi`,l¥  for  plf`inning  military
ape-ra-tions  but  for  steering
military- photographic  recon---nais`cjance  satellites  to  clea-r,
areas  far  best  i-.ictures.

For  mainy  years  the  Navy's
TRANSIT  satellit-.es  have  help-
ed.  ships   find  the.ir  J.oca`tior`.s,
especially  impc)rta.nt  for  ac-
curately  f iring  ballistic
mi.ssiles   from  submLarines.

This  system,   also  know  as
NAVSTAF„   is   takit,ig   over   f rc>m.
TRANSIT.     Five  satellite.s  now
in  o.rhit  11,500  miles  out,
with  18  pla.nried.     Will  allow
users  to .deterlnine  location
to  within  about  30  feel~.  in
three  dimensions,. speed  to    -
w.i.thin   4   inc,l|.es  pe.-L-secon.d.
Veh.icles  on  land,   in  sea  t)i-
a.ir,   a`nd  a.veil  men  with  radio
pac,ks  wi].i  be  able  t.o  use  the
syst.em,   th.iJ.s  allo;wj.ng  precise
navicra.tic.r.`.  a.ven  in  darkness
ancl   bad  weathe}.-  a..rid  allowing
gre-=t.er  a.ccuracy  in  delivery
of --,.`jTeapons.      'l'he   siJste.in  wil'1
alst:`  be  available.  to  pr..ivat.e
use.i-s  around  the  world,   but
with  less,  accuracy.
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Potential  AmericJ'cln  Military  Uses  of  Onter  Space



poiTEN'TIAL   AMERlcAN   Mr.IjlT.ART   usEs   oF`   (.itJT:a`p`   spAcj3

TECI}NOLOG:¥

Space  Raclar:   large
(600   ft  diameter)
rada.r  antenna  and
eta.tion  .i.n  orbit

Space-basecl  ASW  sub-
marine  detection

G1-obal  Posit.i.oni`ng
Syst.e,in  use:-d  to  guide
ballj.stic  rr,issiles

AppLlcAT3IrjFTs

Could.  prov].de   al3-~weather   sur-
veillance  of  grongiid,   ocean,   air,
and  space  and  give  three-
d.i..mens.i.anal   i.nform:ition  on  posi-
tion  and  `7`elocit¥  of  all  types
of  vehicles,   inc.i.nding  missiles
but  excluding   suhi.Tiar.ines.
Measurement.  c>f  indicators  of
submarine  preseii-ce  such  as
ocean.  color  or  ten.perature.  var-
iations.     Anothe`r  concept  is
laser  radar  a-apaktle  c}f   sea  pen-
etration.     Space`~based  detection
might  allc>w  ballistic  mif,sile
targLeting   of   SSB1£i,¥;.
A4.issile  guidance   syste_ms   coulcl `
iear-I.I  exact  Pos:iLbich  earl`¥   in
la.cinch,   bringirig  Sl`,B?4  accuracy
to   ICBM  equiva.|e2icc3,j      Maneurer-
abie  balli.stic.  mihcj',siJ.e  reentry
vehicles  coulc.I  receive  f j`nal
target  location  information  near
en.d  of  t.rajector¥*,   ailo.wing  pre-
cise.terminal.gmidance.     System
might  be  used  in  conjunction
with   space.-ba.sed  s.I.i..bITiarine  de-
tection  for  baj`.1istic  missile
targeti-ng.  of   SSBE`Is

Solar  Power  Sat`c..i-Lit.e .TLjarge   9ec>sync}i]=#:ioi..1.a    s_01ar
power  station  mi¥:ht  be  used  to
gener.`a.te  high-en€-irgy   laser  beams
or  mic!i~owave`cT,   t®  be   direct.ed
against  targets  in  space  or
within  the  atmosE2here.

Space.  Based  Command
Post

Space  Cruiser

Space   Shu`l-.i.Ie  mig.ht   be   `uised
sop.1ewhat  as  pr€.,si`?nt  Airborne
Warning   and.  Corrm`a.nd   Post,   per-
haps   in  conjunc``l:i..on  with  otheJ:.
sensors   in  spaL-a.     Corrmand  post
in  g€3ostat.ionary  position  also
•possib1eo

Sin,~j,..Ll„   marl.ned.,   b.igli].y  maneuver.-
able  militrLtry  v:{3.'!i-.i.f:leg,   to   be
C,ar.ried   'by   s`pac€~a   s±1uttle.

fi.#`
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